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ABSTRACT 
 
This study was initiated with the primary purpose of determining factors that affect the reliability 
of traction substations at the South African Railways. The South African Railways is one of the 
operating divisions of the South African Transport Services. The South African Transport Services 
annual results revealed that the South African Railways has been struggling to achieve its volume 
targets. The top risks that are in the South African Transport Services annual results are volume 
growth, human resources, operational, productivity, and efficiency. The identification of these risks 
triggered the evaluation of traction substations performance to determine their contribution towards 
the identified risks. All traction substations are under the control of Rail Network which is one of 
the South African Railways subdivisions which focuses on optimizing maintenance, infrastructure 
development through capitalized projects. The weekly substation availability report showed that 
some of these traction substations are failing.  
In this study, qualitative and quantitative data files were assessed and analysed to determine factors 
that affect the reliability of traction substations. The composition of the research question led to the 
selection of mixed methods design for data collection and analysis. The “convergent parallel mixed 
methods design” was used to analyse the collected data, and this design was selected because it 
allows for the analysis of both quantitative and qualitative data. The findings from the data were 
compared to establish if they yield the same results. The analysed data comprised “Systems, 
Applications and Products In Data Processing” (SAP 01) maintenance records, case studies, circuit 
breaker trip records and traction substations audit records. Rail Network has over four hundred and 
eighty traction substations, but the data sources were limited to six 3 kV DC traction substations 
and four 25 kV AC traction substations. The stratified random sampling technique which falls under 
the probability sampling techniques cluster was selected as it allows for the division of the sampling 
population into groups and also allows for the comparison between these groups. 
The selected data were analysed and presented in the form of tables, charts/graphs, and text. The 
results revealed factors that contribute towards the traction substations unreliability such as 
environmental conditions, equipment failures, equipment fatigue, human error, small component 
failures, substandard design, substandard installations, substandard maintenance, system faults, and 
system fault/overloading, theft, utility power supply failures. The analysis of qualitative and 
quantitative data revealed common factors from the sampling population. The similarities of the 
unreliability contributing factors between the literature and the analysed data validated the 
credibility of the analysed data. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Introduction 
The South African Railways which is an operating division of the South African Transport Services, 
is one of the companies within the South African railway environment which specializes in the 
transportation of heavy haul freight [1].  Freight is transported to various destinations, and diesel and 
electric locomotives are deployed to haul the freight. The South African Railways has subdivisions and 
Rail Network (RN) is one of the subdivisions that focuses on optimizing maintenance, infrastructure 
development through capitalized projects and also in charge of security for assets and personnel [2].  
RN is responsible for all electrified and non-electrified tracks and as per the latest South African 
Transport Services annual results [3], RN has 8105 km of electrified tracks. The electrified network 
comprises 3 kV DC, 25 kV AC and 50 kV AC traction systems [3]. RN has over 480 traction 
substations (Note: double unit traction substation is referred to as one traction substation). Although 
some of the traction substations are newly constructed and most refurbished, the majority of these 
traction substations are still operating with critical equipment that was installed over forty years ago, 
and specific equipment may be obsolete. 
Market Demand Strategy (MDS) was formulated in 2012 with a strategic focus for creating financial 
sustainability, building capacity and optimizing on maintenance, improving operational efficiency, 
increasing supply chain competitiveness and sustainable development outcome [1]. Projects that were 
initiated to construct new traction substations and the upgrade and refurbishing of existing traction 
substations were undertaken to meet the objectives of MDS. However, the unreliability of the traction 
substation has a potential of derailing the MDS. As per the South African Transport Services annual 
results [3], the South African Railways has not been able to meet the volume targets of railed 
commodities during the past three years. Due to the economic downturn [3], the South African 
Transport Services has not been able to meet its yearly set of financial targets; however, internal factors 
such as system failures contributed towards the failure to achieve the targets. System failures may cause 
organizations to incur costs [4] and have the potential of damaging the company’s reputation which 
could present challenges for future business developments [5]. Traction substations failures contribute 
towards the unavailability and inefficiency of the traction network [1], and the reliability of traction 
substations can be improved through proper implementation of maintenance strategies [6]. The 
preventative maintenance (PM) strategies [6] [7] are implemented to reduce failures and to lift the 
performance of the system. Factors such as budget availability, environmental conditions, capacity 
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demand, and availability of personnel coupled with expertise, availability of spares and legal 
requirements [6] contribute towards the poor execution of PM strategies.  
1.2. Statement of the problem 
One of the 2017 top five South African Railways risks that have been highlighted in the South African 
Transport Services annual results [3] is the inability to achieve its volume targets. Figure 1.1 depicts 
the financial year targets against railed tonnages. Although the economic downturn has negatively 
contributed towards meeting the volume targets, issues such as cable theft, environmental factors, and 
system failures also played a role [3]. RN Technical Office generates weekly substation availability 
report, and the data are received from twenty RN maintenance depots distributed throughout the 
country. The report indicates all substations that are off-load, the date they went offload, reasons for 
all outages, impact on train schedules and the expected date for power restoration. The substation off-
load status is verified against National Electrical Control status before the report is distributed to the 
depot management. The report highlights failures of newly built, refurbished and old traction 
substations. The report does not show the number of circuit breaker trips and the reason for trips before 
prolonged system interruptions, and it also does not reflect the probability of failures at other 
substations that are on load.  
  
Figure 1.1: Financial targets versus railed tonnages per financial year from 2015 till 2018 [3]. 
A study was performed ten years ago [8] where the focus was on the "application of predictable 
maintenance approach to DC traction substations."  Although the study was only on 3 kV DC traction 
substations, the study [8] highlighted the preventative maintenance strategies which are deployed at 
RN and also highlighted the functions of major 3 kV DC traction substation equipment, their failure 
modes, effects of failure modes, probability and recommended corrective actions. The author [8] also 
suggested the introduction of intelligent equipment. Since then, there has been a massive introduction 
245.1
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of new technology to meet the business needs and improve operational efficiency. Although some RN 
traction substations are still operating with obsolete equipment, the majority of old electrical equipment 
were replaced with self-monitored equipment, but the organization is still experiencing more electrical 
network failures. The South African Railways was then having a challenge of operating with the 
majority of the experienced overaged workforce having more than 55 years [8] and presently, the South 
African Transport Services is amongst South African organizations that are experiencing a shortage of 
skilled artisans [9]. According to the Talent Shortage Survey [10], South Africa is amongst the world 
countries that are experiencing a shortage of key talent, and the list includes engineers, technicians, 
and artisans. 
According to “Gordon’s quality product dimensions” [11], factors such as reliability and durability 
should be managed appropriately during research and development. Processes and efforts during 
design, development, manufacturing and maintenance phases of the product or equipment have an 
impact on system reliability [5]. The high failure rate of newly installed equipment raises questions 
about the processes that take place during research and development. The continuation of traction 
substation failures also has the potential of negatively impacting the South African Transport Services 
business continuity [3].         
1.3. Research objectives 
Traction substations form part of the linear assets within the South African Railways. Linear assets are 
described as assets which are stretched over long distances, which are divided into segments, and they 
are subjected to different loading and environmental conditions [6].  The objectives of the study are: 
1.3.1. To determine the contributing factors towards substation unreliability and this is achieved 
through the review of existing literature to establish what other studies have revealed 
concerning the research topic. 
1.3.2. To collect network performance data from Rail Network databases, from systems related 
documentation and the data generated through case studies. These data are from 25 kV AC 
and 3 kV DC traction substations. 
1.3.3. To analyse the collected data with the purpose of answering the research question and to 
compare the findings before classifying and allocating the reliability factors as identified 
in the literature review.   
1.3.4. To establish if there are common factors that contribute to the network unreliability 
between 25 kV AC and 3 kV DC traction substations.   
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The analysis of data should reveal inadequacies, and the results may help in developing methods 
and procedures that could improve the reliability of traction substations.  
1.4. Research question 
The study addresses the following question: 
1.4.1. What are the contributory factors towards the unreliability of traction substations? 
1.5. Research justification 
The South African Railways lost expertise when the majority of experienced artisans [3] and engineers 
left the organization due to old age. Effective implementation of maintenance strategies is dependent 
upon well-structured and well-documented procedures and updated maintenance and monitoring 
systems. The study will assist in generating knowledge to address the skills gap left between the old 
and the new generation workforce. The realization of the MDS is dependent upon the availability of 
expertise and reliability of the infrastructure. 
1.6. Research design 
The research design structure has been presented following the “South African guide and resource 
book” [12]. The structure of the study has five chapters, and these chapters contain the following main 
headings: Introduction; Literature review; Research design and methodology; Presentation and 
discussion of collected data; and Conclusion and Recommendations. Research design has two 
categories, and these are Empirical and Non-empirical Empirical research designs [12].  Empirical 
research design focuses on "data analysis, modeling and simulations, historical studies, textual and 
content analysis" and Non-empirical research design focuses on “concept analysis, literature reviews, 
theory buildup, and philosophical analysis” [12]. In this study, Empirical research design is selected to 
answer the research question.   
1.7. Research methodology  
The Empirical research design allows the researcher to answer the research question using qualitative 
or quantitative or mixed data sources [12]. The conclusions generated from Empirical studies are not 
based on theory, but they are based on real industry experience and observations [13]. Qualitative and 
quantitative data sources can be used to determine factors that affect traction substations or any other 
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electrical system. There are various types of Empirical research designs, and the one selected in this 
study is the process evaluation design. The process evaluation design is characterized by its descriptive 
research question, and it is applicable during the evaluation of strategies and evaluation of performance 
through the analysis of hybrid data (mixed methods) [12].  
Various paradigms are available for the process of data collection and interpretation, and the one found 
suitable for this study is pragmatism. Pragmatism is suitable for the data collection and analysis through 
the use of mixed methods [14], [15].  The world view on pragmatism is that it is concerned with the 
world practices, it focuses on a problem and also on the results of an action. According to [14], [15], 
the mixed methods designs are classified into three basics, and these are “convergent parallel mixed 
methods, explanatory sequential mixed methods, and exploratory sequential mixed methods designs." 
The difference between the three is that: The “convergent parallel mixed methods design” allows the 
researcher to analyze qualitative and quantitative data separately and after relate between the two 
before the final interpretation [14], [15]. The “explanatory sequential mixed methods design” allows 
the researcher to collect and analyze quantitative data and follow-up with the analysis of qualitative 
data before interpretation [14], [15]. The “exploratory sequential mixed methods design” allows the 
researcher to collect and analyze qualitative data. The analysis of qualitative data will lead to the 
selection of appropriate quantitative data sources, where data are analyzed and interpreted [14], [15]. 
In this study, the “convergent parallel mixed methods design” is selected to answer the research 
question. 
Factors that affect the reliability of traction substations are identified through the review of existing 
literature on engineering systems reliability and these factors are compared with the analyzed data 
findings. The procedure is to collect old and new traction system performance data, perform detailed 
inspections, perform onsite tests and evaluate the effectiveness of existing processes within RN. 
Historical performance data will lead to the identification of traction substations with a lot of callouts, 
failures and repair history and the data will be used to evaluate the reliability levels, the effectiveness 
of current maintenance strategies and other internal processes. Historical data from the 2016 financial 
year are used for performance analysis of ten traction substations from the sampling population. The 
list of these substations comprises of six 3 kV DC traction substations and four 25 kV AC traction 
substations. The configuration of these traction substations is of the single unit, and double unit designs 
and the equipment at these substations is a combination of old and new equipment. One of the 
Technical Office's objectives is to ensure the railway infrastructure availability and reliability by 
identifying high-level engineering problem areas and propose engineering solutions. 
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1.8. Limitations 
1.8.1. RN Maintenance department has three regions [2], and these are Western, Eastern and 
Central regions.  
1.8.2. Due to limited resources, the study will only focus on the Eastern Region and the Central 
Region traction substations. 
1.8.3. The design of these traction substations is similar, although the loading conditions and the 
operating environments are different. Due to the high total number of these traction 
substations, it would be impossible to evaluate all traction substations, but the 
recommendations will be relevant for the entire RN system as the selected substations are 
within the critical sections where heavily loaded trains operate. 
1.9. Conclusion 
In this chapter, the South African Transport Services annual results [3], [16], revealed the top five 
operational risks and one of these risks is the inability to achieve its volume targets. The annual results 
revealed factors such as economic downturn, theft, environmental and system faults to have contributed 
towards the failure to achieve the set targets [3]. The highlighted factors initiated the need to establish 
how the traction systems may have contributed towards the failure to achieve volume targets through 
determining factors that affect the reliability of traction substations.  Empirical research [12] is found 
suitable to reveal factors that affect the reliability of traction substations as it is characterized with 
fundamentals such as "data analysis, historical studies, textual and content analysis." Within the cluster 
of empirical studies, the process evaluation study is selected as it allows for the analysis of qualitative 
and quantitative data [12]. The “Convergent Parallel Mixed Methods design” [14] is found suitable as 
it allows for the evaluation of both qualitative and quantitative data.   
Detailed “RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY” is discussed in Chapter 3, which is 
followed by two chapters. In their consecutive order, these are the “PRESENTATION AND 
DISCUSSION OF DATA and CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS” chapters.  The 
literature review is presented in the following chapter. The “LITERATURE REVIEW” chapter 
primarily focuses on the evaluation of existing and relevant studies with the primary objective of 
revealing factors that may have contributed to the traction substations reliability or other electrical 
systems with similar equipment. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. Introduction 
The electrified 3 kV DC traction network between Johannesburg and Durban is the first electrified 
network of the South African Railways, and the final commissioning was during 1964 [17]. The South 
African Transport Services has embarked on upgrading and refurbishing the network to meet the 
economic demands and also to run a safe, maintainable, available and reliable network [2]. There are 
traction substations that are still operating with critical equipment that is in service for over forty years. 
The strategic focus of the South African Railways is to be among the top five railway industries in the 
world [18]; however, the organization is still faced with operational risks. Some of the risks listed in 
the South African Transport Services annual results are volume growth, human resources, operational, 
productivity and efficiency [3], [18].    
2.1.1. Traction substation reliability during the life cycle.   
Rail Network traction system comprises of 3 kV DC, 25 kV AC and 50 kV AC traction substations but 
for this study, the focus is only on 3 kV DC and 25 kV AC traction substations. The 50 kV AC traction 
substations are similar to the 25 kV AC traction substations, but the only difference is that the Utility 
is in charge of the 50 kV AC traction transformers and their associated control and protection systems. 
The difference in asset ownership leaves the South African Railways with a simplified 50 kV AC 
portion that has fewer complications and fewer maintenance needs. Substation reliability in the 
traction environment is described as the capability of the system to remain available for train services 
and safe for the operators and members of the public during normal operation and abnormal conditions 
[19]. In the study by [20], system availability is described as “the probability of the system to be at 
one’s disposal when it is needed to perform its designated functions”.  
Research on a railway system in China [21], describes availability as the uptime when the system 
should be available for use during its life cycle and takes into account all operational life cycle stages 
as presented with the bathtub and takes planned system downtime into account. The research focuses 
more on planned maintenance, and it explains the importance of keeping all critical railway 
components functional because the failures of such components have the capability of affecting the 
entire system. The research [21] highlights the importance of giving critical components special 
attention during maintenance scheduling to ensure availability. Due to high availability requirements 
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[21], it is necessary to align maintenance schedules with train schedules and alignment between railway 
maintenance departments and in turn, the process will translate into reduced downtimes. 
The traction system is designed to remain reliable when the system’s unit is taken out of service for 
maintenance or when there is an interruption that is associated with system component failures [19]. 
Refer to Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 for the layout of 3 kV DC and 25 kV AC traction substations and 
their associated feeding arrangement.   
 
Figure 2.1: Traction substation layout and feeding arrangement for a 3 kV DC network [22]. 
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Figure 2.2: Traction substation layout and feeding arrangement for a 25 kV AC network [22]. 
Articles by [23] and [24] show AC and DC traction substations where power supply redundancy is 
achieved by depending on adjacent substations. In DC networks, redundancy is achieved by paralleling 
feeds from adjacent substations whereas, in AC networks, a neutral section which is usually parallel 
with a coupling switch, is used to separate feeds from adjacent substations. In the case of an outage at 
one of the substations, the coupling switch is closed to ensure continuous supply throughout the section. 
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Power supply redundancy within a particular substation is achieved by doubling the number of traction 
transformers as highlighted by [25] and [26]. This kind of arrangement allows continuous feeding when 
one traction substation becomes faulty or is taken out of service for maintenance purposes.  
Complete system unavailability occurs during outages of the utility power supply. Utility power supply 
outages are not only caused by the utility faults but also from electrical faults that occur within the 
traction system. Faults such as short circuits before the traction transformers, overloading of the system 
and failure of the protection system lead to utility outages [27].  
In the case of abnormalities, the traction substation should be protected with its redundant electrical 
protection scheme [19]. Furthermore, the reliability of train services within the electrical traction 
network may be expressed in minutes delayed due to system outages within a specified period. Figure 
2.3 below shows a generic arrangement of the electrical system’s protection scheme.    
 
Figure 2.3: Generic SPS [28]. 
A study by the East Japan Railway Company [25], shows the electrified 3 kV DC network to be at 
6.5% of the total world electrified DC traction networks covering 97122 km and 25 kV AC network to 
be at 13, 8% of the entire world electrified AC traction networks covering 200247 km. The South 
African Transport Services traction network [3], [18] is made of 4935 km of 3 kV DC electrified 
railway, and 2309 km of 25 kV AC electrified railway, and this translates to 5.08% 3 kV DC and 1.15% 
25 kV AC of the world’s electrified traction networks [25]. The study highlights some of the challenges 
that are associated with the DC traction system. These challenges are voltage drops that are caused by 
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high current demands, cyclic loads that cause a sudden rise of power demands in the space of seconds, 
difficulty in isolation of high fault currents, generation of harmonics and the generation of stray 
currents which contributes to the corrosion of underground metallic materials [25]. The effects of stray 
currents have also been discussed in the study performed in 2008 [8], and the study reveals that stray 
currents have an adverse impact on traction substation earthing. 
Electrical systems fail in different modes, and these are open or short circuits, degraded performance 
and functional failures [29]. These failures happen at different stages of the product's operational phase, 
and the failure modes are different per electrical component. During concept development of an 
electrical component or equipment, these failure modes must be factored in during the reliability design 
[29].    
Electrical traction systems are the same as any electrical system where maintenance strategies are 
applied to maintain reliability and availability during the life cycles [30], [31]. The "bathtub" is used 
to describe the behaviour of an electrical system during its reliability life cycle [31]. The equipment 
reliability life cycle has three stages, and these stages are “infant mortality (early) period, useful life 
period and wear out period” [4], [30], [32], [33], and these stages are also depicted in Figure 2.4. During 
the infant mortality stage, the equipment is expected to have more failures, and these failures are 
associated with human errors such as errors during design and manufacturing stages, incorrect 
installations or small component failures during operation. When these issues are identified and 
corrected, failures are expected to start decreasing to a stage where the equipment becomes stable and 
reliable during operation. 
 
Figure 2.4: The Bathtub Curve (reliability life cycle) [31]. 
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The useful life phase is when the failures become more random, and the performance is more stable 
[4], [30], [32], [33]. According to [32], failures in this stage are fewer, and some are related to design. 
Some of these failures occur due to the system or equipment that is used beyond its design boundaries. 
Some of the failures are related to human errors during operation and maintained activities [32]. These 
failures are used as feedback to improve reliability through the evaluation of maintenance strategies 
[32].   
The wear out period happens when the system or equipment or component of the system approaches 
the end of its life cycle [4], [30], [32], [33]. According to [33], the estimated life expectancy of an 
electrical system ranges from twenty to thirty years and beyond thirty years, the system starts to 
deteriorate. At this stage, increased system faults are experienced, and the situation worsens until the 
end of the system lifecycle. The article [33] also refers to data collected from the world reputable 
electrical design and manufacturing industries. Another study that was conducted at East Japan 
Railway Company [25] indicates the expected life of a traction substation electrical equipment to be 
thirty years and the evaluation was directed on critical equipment such as traction transformers, AC 
and DC circuit breakers, and rectifiers.   
According to [34], there is a relationship on the age of the equipment with the safety and the reliability 
of the system where the equipment is deployed. The equipment age has an effect on the safety and 
reliability of the system.  The study [34] also indicates that the expected life of electrical equipment is 
less than forty years. The statistical performance of major electrical equipment is shared, and the 
statistics are shown within the useful and the wear out period of the equipment life cycle (The Bathtub 
Curve) [34]. During the “useful period of the Bathtub Curve,” overhead lines, cables, transformers, 
and circuit breakers contribute to 90%, 40%, 30% and 10% of failures in their respective order [34]. 
During the last period of the “Bathtub Curve,” overhead lines, cables, transformers, and circuit breakers 
contribute to 10%, 60%, 70% and 90% of failures in their respective order [34]. Transformers are 
critical equipment of the traction substations and according to the South African Railways’ electrical 
condition assessment guideline [35], traction transformers may be recommended for replacement when 
their insulation paper has deteriorated to critical levels. This guideline is aligned with the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) and the South African National Standards (SANS) [36], [37], [38]. 
Also, refer to Table 2.1 for common mode failures during the lifecycle of an engineering system.  
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2.1.2. Reliability performance analysis 
Traction substations are just like any other maintained power system, and according to [39], the 
reliability performance measures of maintained power systems is focused on availability, mean time to 
failure and the duration it takes to reinstate the system to its normal state after a single failure. 
Reliability block diagrams (RBD) are used to illustrate the functioning and the relation between the 
equipment and components of the system [40]. RBD should indicate which components of the system 
will impact the operation of the system when they fail and which ones will not impact the availability 
[40]. The layout of RBD should incorporate system maintenance requirements and should be clear for 
operational analysis [40]. RBD comes in three configurations, and these are series, parallel and series-
parallel combinations [41], [42].  
The challenges that are associated with the operation of traction substations [8], [25], [27], [29] are 
likely to cause system downtimes. According to [43], system downtime is divided into two categories, 
and these are planned and unplanned downtimes. Unplanned downtime is the unavailability of the 
system due to a fault, personnel error or environmental impact [43]. Planned downtime is the 
unavailability of the system due to planned preventative maintenance which is due to scheduled 
maintenance or condition-based maintenance [43].   Downtime has three elements [44], and the first 
element is active repair time, and this refers to the time spent during the planning, execution and the 
final inspection of the repaired system. The second element focuses on system unavailability due to 
logistic time. Contributing factors towards these delays are long waiting periods of spare parts delivery, 
procurement and legislative processes that frequently prolong the system restoration process. The last 
element is administration where delays are caused by unnecessary time wastage due to long 
organizational processes, but such delays are not related to the component suppliers or organizational 
engineering department. 
2.2. Engineering systems reliability 
Organizational competitiveness is dependent upon the system reliability [45]. The definition of system 
reliability is the probability that the system, equipment or a component within the system will be able 
to execute its function when operated within its design parameters and within its life cycle [4], [46], 
[47]. According to the International Reliability Workshop report [45], reliability is dependent upon the 
"design limitations, application of processes and environmental factors". Reliability engineering is 
described as the application of expertise and knowledge to solve engineering problems that are 
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associated with design, installation, repairs, and maintenance [48] and these problems are generally of 
the nature that causes system interruptions during operations.   
System failures come with a loss of revenue. Hence there is a need to introduce systems that are reliable 
and maintainable to meet the user requirements and to maintain the safety requirements during 
operations and failures [47], [49], [43]. Reliability and quality should be factored in during product 
development [4], and this is indicated in Figure 2.5.  
 
Figure 2.5: Product development stage-reliability and quality inputs and outputs [4]. 
Literature indicates that it is cost-effective to introduce quality and reliability during the concept and 
the development stages of the product life cycle [4], [43], [50]. Figure 2.6 shows the financial impact 
of failures at different stages of the product lifecycle. An expectation from consumers is that a new 
system should not fail after being put into operation. If failures occur, the system should fail in a safe 
mode [47].  
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of cost to fix problems at various stages of the product life cycle [4], [50]. 
According to the literature in [5], the poor quality and reliability management of a system during its 
life cycle will result in costly failures, and this is depicted in Figure 2.7. The illustration shows that 
improving quality and reliability will drastically reduce system failure costs and this is a clear 
indication that maintaining reliability is not cheap but comes with the benefits of system operational 
efficiencies.   
According to [51], failures experienced during product development are not expensive as there is an 
opportunity to redesign the product to meet the customer requirements. However, failures that occur 
when the product has been placed in service are costly. At this stage, more inspections, retesting and 
redesigning may be required, and all these processes are costly. Also, taking the new product out of 
service for functional analysis translates to revenue losses. At times, repeated product failures may lead 
to the discontinuation of the product. To avoid escalated failure costs, there must be a perfect 
application of skills and technics during the initial stages of the product lifecycle on quality inspections, 
testing and commissioning [51]. According to [52], [44], the maintainability of the product or system 
should be considered during design phase of the system, and the system should remain maintainable 
until it reaches the end of its lifecycle. Maintenance of a system should be specified in the design, and 
a system is declared maintainable if it can be maintained and repaired within the specified period after 
a fault or during a planned downtime [44]. Table 2.1 shows errors and factors that are likely to cause 
system failures.  
Literature shows that there is also a close relation between availability, reliability, and maintainability 
[44], [32], [53]. The system’s availability is dependent upon its maintainability and reliability, and if 
these two elements are correctly factored in during the design phase, the availability of the system will 
not be compromised when its application is within its design parameters [44].  
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Figure 2.7: Traditional illustration of quality and reliability costs in a product life cycle [5], [51].  
 
Table 2.1: Common Mode Failures [54]. 
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2.3. Engineering system reliability influential factors 
Engineering system reliability can be linked to component failures and human reliability [55]. 
Although most systems are currently equipped with self-monitoring systems, human involvement is 
still prevalent [55]. Internal and external factors influence system reliability and these factors include 
but not limited to design and functional requirements, maintenance strategies, operating environment, 
operating conditions and human factors [56], [57], [58], [45]. These unreliability contributing factors 
are discussed in detail in the following paragraphs. 
2.3.1. Design and functional requirements 
Engineering systems are designed to allow for operational reliability during their system life cycles. 
During the engineering system design phase, design engineers should factor in operational 
requirements to clearly define the methodology that will address system maintenance strategies [59]. 
Operational activities such as testing, repairs and continuous monitoring should be factored in during 
the system development phase. The system performance requirements should take into account the 
required system reliability, maintainability and the operational environment [59].    
2.3.1.1. The effect of substandard component designs on system reliability.  
According to [60], system failures happen as a result of substandard specifications, incorrect designs, 
substandard components and also poor workmanship. Poor workmanship has the potential of 
compromising the system design reliability during manufacturing and testing processes, and the effect 
can be controlled by implementing proper quality control measures [60]. System design errors that are 
not identified and corrected during the requirement definition phase are likely to surface during the test 
and integration phase of the product [60]. The process flow [61] is depicted in Figure 2.8. Failure to 
correct errors during the requirement definition phase of the product may have high financial 
implications when such errors are corrected during the test and integration phase [60]. The financial 
implication becomes worse when such errors are detected and rectified after the product has been 
deployed in the operational environment [4], [50].  
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Figure 2.8: “The Error Avalanche” [61]. 
2.3.1.2. The effect of electrical overstress on electrical system reliability. 
Another contributing factor to the electrical system unreliability is electrical overstress. There is a 
number of definitions to define electrical overstress [62], and the one that is more relevant to this study 
refers to electrical overstress as the failure of electronic components as a result of operating them 
beyond the specified limits. Some of the causes of electrical overstress on small electrical components 
are harmonics, overvoltage, transient voltages, overcurrent, and surge currents [63], [64]. Human-
related factors such as errors during the design phase, errors during manufacturing, incorrect methods 
of testing and deviating from specification during installation [64]. Human-related factors on system 
reliability are further discussed below.      
2.3.2. Maintenance strategies 
Railway Network falls within the category of linear assets, and linear assets are generally divided into 
segments [6], [65]. Each segment within Railway Network may be subjected to different loading and 
environmental conditions, and the failure rate and financial implications may be different when 
compared to other segments even though the system design may be the same [65].  According to [66], 
the safe and reliable operation of the railway network is dependent upon its maintainability. The study 
[66] highlights maintenance strategies that are deployed on “the traction power supply system” to 
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achieve maintainability and high reliability at a realistic cost. These maintenance strategies are 
“corrective maintenance (referred to as breakdown maintenance), fault finding, condition based 
maintenance, and preventative maintenance” and these maintenance strategies are depicted in Figure 
2.9. The traction power supply system is characterized by its healthy state, maintainability, reliability, 
safety and its economic performance [66].     
The research [24] also reveals that maintenance impacts on the quality of the traction power supply. 
Poor implementation of maintenance strategies leads to the traction system failures and in turn, it 
compromises the reliability of the system. The research further indicates that extreme maintenance 
activities create an operational environment with more downtimes and in turn compromise the 
availability of the system [24]. Properly planned maintenance scheduling of the traction systems is 
necessary to ensure availability and also to ensure there is a balance between reliability and cost [21], 
[24]. 
 
Figure 2.9: Maintenance strategies [67].  
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The studies maintain that preventative maintenance does not come cheap [6], [68]. Reducing the 
intervals of periodic maintenance will generally lead to faults and system unreliability. Again 
implementing preventative maintenance towards the end of the system life cycle to serve costs will 
also lead to high possibilities of failures [6]. Linear assets as the traction system are comprised of 
similar assets that require time-based preventative maintenance to be performed at the same time 
intervals. However, it is highly impossible to perform “Time-Based Preventative Maintenance” 
(TBPM) within the same interval due to the high quantity of components and the fact that this will 
create unnecessary service interruptions. The study recommends the splitting of linear assets into 
segments and spreading maintenance activities over a period of time [6].  
Various factors negatively impact the effective implementation of preventative maintenance strategies, 
and some of these factors are financial constraints, shortage of personnel, and difficulty in getting 
maintenance slots due to system operational demand [6].  The cost of performing corrective and 
preventative maintenance includes the cost of components and labour and also the cost incurred due to 
system unavailability [24], [21].  
2.3.3. Operating and environmental conditions 
One of the factors that cause degradation of components is the operating environment, and this includes 
the exposure of components or equipment to corrosive materials, extreme temperatures during 
operation and the exposure to moisture and salty materials [69]. Equipment subjected to cyclic loading 
during peak hour periods may result in high temperatures causing fatigue and failures.  It is also not 
easy to simulate faults that are caused by environmental factors unless such conditions can be replicated 
in the test environment. It is also not easy to simulate effects caused by environmental factors unless 
the actual environment can be provided [69]. According to [59], simulated environmental conditions 
are less severe compared to the actual natural conditions.  The effects of environmental factors are 
associated with high costs, and environmental sensors are recommended to determine the performance 
risk of components within their normal operating environment. The application of environmental 
sensors will assist with the determination of maintenance strategies that will bring about better lifecycle 
cost management [69]. The study by [54], shows environmental factors that may impact electrical 
systems and these are depicted in Table 2.1. 
The performance of a system is dependent upon its operational and environmental conditions [56]. As 
per the study [56], there is a relation between the inherent reliability of the product and its operating 
condition and the environmental condition. The rate of equipment failure is accelerated when used 
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above its operating conditions and in the case of reparable equipment, the operating condition can be 
retained after repairs. The repaired equipment can remain in its reliable state provided it is used within 
its specified operating conditions [56].  
2.3.4. Human factors 
The engineering system reliability is dependent upon on the organizational health and safety 
conditions, the effective policies and improved working and social conditions of personnel [70]. 
Reliability in the railway environment is affected by human-related factors such as the inability to 
respond effectively during callouts, lack of expertise and poor record keeping [57].  
The inability to respond timeously during callouts has a potential of increasing interruptions during 
operations [57].  According to [56], system downtime can be managed through effective system designs 
and effective implementation of maintenance strategies. There are specific system components that are 
less reliable and such components should be placed where they will be easily accessible for repairs and 
replacement purposes. During system designs, maintenance processes should be developed to address 
the procedures to be followed during adjusting, calibration, and testing of the system's components 
without causing any damage to them [56]. Furthermore, modern electrical systems are provided with 
annunciators, alarms, and meters to indicate the abnormal and normal states of the system [71]. 
Introducing annunciators and alarms assist in reducing human-related errors during fault finding and 
also prevents extended system downtimes [71].  
According to [56], it is essential to determine skills and training requirements and the criteria for 
selecting personnel to maintain specific engineering systems. Safety is another element that should be 
factored in during the development of electrical systems [56]. The safety element is crucial because 
any system that allows bypassing of procedures during operation is likely to result in accidents and 
components failures and this may lead to prolonged system downtime. The system and personnel safety 
should be managed through proper development of designs and as well as the maintenance and the 
operating procedures. Furthermore, introducing redundancy in systems will assist with operational 
safety management [56].  
According to [72], human errors can be as a result of unsafe acts, and these unsafe acts are associated 
with human skills, decision making, and perception factors. Unsafe acts are as a result of 
noncompliance with operating and maintenance procedures. Other factors that contribute to human 
errors are environmental factors, errors due to substandard supervision and physical and mental states 
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of operators. The studies [58], [72], [73] reveal that errors that are committed due to skills related 
factors are more and most of these errors happen at operator levels. Table 2.2 below depicts additional 
“performance influencing factors that influence human performance factors” [60].  
It is also significant for organizations to have proper record keeping systems. According to [74], the 
system performance records can be used to establish and analyse the type of failures, affected 
components, and the frequency during the system lifecycle. The collected data can be useful in 
determining the root causes of component failures and also with the reevaluation of current 
maintenance standards and operational procedures.  
Table 2.2: Performance influencing factors [60]. 
 
2.4. Conclusion  
This chapter summarises the available literature on “the factors that affect the reliability of traction 
substations”. The chapter summarises the literature on traction substations reliability and the general 
reliability theory which relates to the topic. Although the application of traction substations is different 
from the distribution substations, there are many similarities, and these are not limited to design 
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requirements, operating environment, maintenance, and operational requirements. Unlike the 
distribution substations, traction substations are subjected to cyclic loads and stray currents in DC 
systems. Traction substations have been in existence since the nineteen sixties in South Africa, and 
since then, there has been a lot of developments.   
There are operational improvements that came with these developments; however, the South African 
Transport Services is still faced with the challenge of not achieving the set volume targets. This study 
will assist in identifying factors that are likely to contribute towards traction network unreliability. The 
table below shows a summary of factors that are likely to contribute towards traction substations 
unreliability.  
Table 2.3: Summary of unreliability contributing factors from literature. 
Unreliability contributing factors from the 
literature sources 
List of literature sources 
Small component failures [54], [63], [64] 
Substandard installations /Violation of 
specification [4], [30], [32], [33], [60], [63], [64] 
Lack of expertise [54], [57], [58], [72], [73] 
Poor quality control  [5], [54] 
Incorrect commissioning procedures [51], [54] 
Environmental Conditions [45], [54], [56], [57], [58], [69] 
System faults/Overvoltage conditions [27], [63], [64] 
Substandard maintenance  [54], [60] 
PM maintenance requirements [24], [54], [56] 
Human error  [4], [30], [32], [33], [54], [57], [58], [72], [73] 
Utility power failures  [27], [54] 
Substandard design [54], [56], [60] 
Theft [3], [54] 
System fault/overloading [27], [63], [64] 
Equipment failures  [27], [69] 
Old equipment [25], [33], [34], [69] 
Obsolete equipment [25], [33], [34] 
Equipment fatigue [54], [69] 
It is, therefore, crucial to deploy a research method that will assist in identifying these unreliability 
contributing factors. The following chapter primarily focuses on “RESEARCH DESIGN AND THE 
METHODOLOGY,” and it is where details of the research design and the methodology of data 
collection, data analysis, and data presentation are discussed. The chapter also reveals the available 
data for analysis and the limitations associated with the data analysis process.       
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
3.1. Introduction 
The key objective of this study is to determine factors that affect the reliability of traction substations 
at the South African Railways through the identification of contributing factors towards the operational 
inefficiencies within the Rail Network environment. Rail Network provides a link between raw 
material producers, suppliers and the customers and the South African Railways is the most cost-
effective inland freight transporter that connects all clients and the national ports. The literature review 
in the previous chapter outlines the knowledge that has been generated within the South African 
Transport Services and the rest of the world. It is also crucial for an organization like the South African 
Transport Services to benchmark with the world first-class organizations. It is, therefore, essential to 
perform this research in-house to address the current challenges and benchmark with the world first-
class railway organizations. 
3.2. Research design 
An empirical study [12] is set out to answer the research question. Empirical research [12] focuses on 
"data analysis, modeling and simulations, historical studies, textual and content analysis," but modeling 
and simulations do not form of this study. The process evaluation study [12] is selected to answer the 
research question. The process evaluation study is deployed to evaluate the effectiveness of existing 
organizational processes and to evaluate if such processes are implemented as per the design and the 
study is characterized by the hybrid data analyses [12]. Hybrid data analysis includes the analysis of 
qualitative and quantitative data. Hybrid data analysis is defined as “the process of analysing qualitative 
organizational data through the collection and analysis of quantitative data which later allows for 
system standardization [75]”.  
Research methods that are associated with qualitative data analysis are interviews, observations, 
document analysis, and scientific data analysis [76], [77]. Methods that are associated with quantitative 
data analysis are applied through the use of questionnaires and statistical data analysis [76], [77]. A 
mixed methods design is used where data analysis is achieved through observations, document 
analysis, and statistical data analysis and this assist with answering the research question. 
Factors that affect engineering system reliability were identified in the previous chapter. The qualitative 
and quantitative data analysis method is applied for the identification of engineering system reliability 
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factors that are associated with the design and functional requirements, engineering system designs, 
maintenance strategies, operational and environmental maintenance, and human factors.  According to 
[78], a qualitative method is useful when there is a need to establish human behaviour and to establish 
the reason for specific occurrences where the quantitative method is not practical. Examples that relate 
to the qualitative method are substandard commissioning, inadequate coordination, incorrect training 
and maintenance documents, incorrect specification and human behaviour [78]. Within the 
maintenance environment, the quantitative requirements are classified as measurable units of time or 
resources which are required to meet the system performance targets, and examples are system 
availability, system downtime, personnel reaction time and system repair time [79].  
The suitable mixed methods design that has been used for the research is “Convergent Parallel Mixed 
Methods design” [14].  The selected design allows for the collection and analysis of quantitative and 
qualitative data. The analysis of quantitative and qualitative data is done separately, and results are 
compared to establish if they will yield the same results [14]. The simplified “Convergent Parallel 
Mixed Methods design” is depicted in the figure below.  
 
Figure 3.1:“Convergent Parallel Mixed Methods design” [14]. 
3.3. Sampling technique 
There are different techniques for data sampling and the technique that is selected is suitable for data 
sampling within the environment where linear assets are used. Linear assets within the electrical 
traction environment are comprised of (Overhead Track Equipment) OHTE and traction substations. 
However, the number of traction substations present a challenge as it would be impossible to analyse 
data for over four hundred and eighty traction substations within Rail Network. Selection of the 
sampling method depends upon the objectives of the research and whether the sample findings and 
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recommendations will be applied across the entire population [75].  Sampling the whole population 
also comes with challenges as the exercise may require more time and high operational budget [75].    
From the literature [75], two sampling techniques are discussed, and these are “probability and non-
probability sampling techniques”. Probability sampling techniques allow the researcher to randomly 
select data from the population whereas, with non-probability techniques, data sampling is non-random 
[75]. The disadvantage that is associated with non-probability sampling techniques is that the sample 
is not a clear representation of the sampled population [75].    
The probability sampling techniques are categorized in groups, and these are “simple, systematic, 
stratified and cluster sampling techniques” [75], [80], and the probability sampling technique which 
was found suitable for the study is the stratified random sampling. The “stratified random sampling 
technique” allows the researcher to divide the sampling population into groups and also allows for 
comparisons between the groups [75], [80]. The sampling technique is in line with the selected mixed 
methods design [14]. [80]. The sample population is reduced into ten traction substations which have 
been randomly selected, and these are further divided into groups of 3 kV DC and 25 kV AC traction 
substations systems. These substations were randomly chosen from five Rail Network maintenance 
depots. 
3.4. Ethical matters 
According to [81], engineering professionals are expected to behave ethically. One of the ethical 
requirements is that engineering professionals must “take decisions and come up with objective 
recommendations that are based on facts” [81]. According to [82], ethics in research is about 
questioning and making choices between wrong and right. In this study, the data used are not unique 
to the data generated from a typical substation, and this will assist in ensuring the study is published to 
generate knowledge without causing reputational damage to the University or the Organization.  
3.5. Data collection and analysis 
The process of data collection and analysis is crucial to assist the researcher in coming up with reliable 
and valid conclusions from the sampled data [13], [83]. Data are divided into two types, and these are 
the primary and secondary data types [13], [83]. The primary data type is referred to as the data 
generated directly from the source, and this refers to the data obtained through measurements, 
observations, interrogation and participation [13], [83]. To explain further: Measurements are 
associated with the collection of system performance statistics and observations are associated with 
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data collected from the recording instruments and historical events [13], [83]. The interrogation data 
refers to the data obtained during interview process and the data collected through participation in the 
type of data collected during personal involvement [13], [83].  The secondary data type refers to the 
data that had already been analysed and published [13], [83].  
For the purpose of answering the research question, primary and secondary data are collected and 
analysed. Both qualitative and quantitative data are attained from primary and secondary data sources. 
According to [84], data analysis is when the collected data are given meaning, and the process is 
achieved through data consolidation, reduction, and interpretation. The study by [85], simplifies the 
process of data analysis as the "data science road map." The "data science road map" [85] has several 
steps, and these steps in their sequential order are : The definition of the problem, understanding the 
available data, filtering the data to only reflect the required features, developing a code that should be 
used for data modeling and analysis and the final stage is the presentation of the results. Understanding 
data entail knowing the size of available data, knowing if the data are generated from the entire 
population and knowing if the available data are the appropriate representation of the population [85].       
The available data consist of the following: 
a) Statistical data: statistical data are comprised of substation circuit breaker trip records, 
substation performance history from the SAP 01 ("systems, applications and products in data 
processing”SAP 01) system and the data from the substation availability reports that are 
generated weekly. Substation availability reports are generated from the data provided by the 
maintenance depots, and the data are verified against the current reflection from the electrical 
control SI500 system. 
b) Document analysis: maintenance depots are responsible for the maintenance of the electrical 
infrastructure, and this requires compliance with prescribed engineering standards, processes, 
and procedures. The evaluation of depot maintenance systems is conducted through systems 
audits which aim to assess the general performance and compliance. The systems audit process 
is mainly through the evaluation of documents and reports that are generated by the 
maintenance depots staff. Data from the traction substation logbook are also available for the 
verification of data from system audits and even the data from the SAP 01 system. Substation 
logbook is used to record substation entries and the reasons for each entry by anyone who enters 
the substation building.  
c) Observations: Observations contain data generated from substation inspections and the 
associated condition assessment results. Investigations and case studies also form part of 
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observations. Case studies comprise mainly of qualitative data which are analyzed and related 
to the SAP 01 data analysis results. Case studies strengthen the case of using “Convergent 
Parallel Mixed Methods design," and it may assist during data validation during this study. The 
summary per categories is depicted in the tables below:   
 
Table 3.1: Types of primary data and their classification 
Data Source Type of data Data Classification 
Substation circuit breaker trip records Statistical data Quantitative  
Substation availability report Statistical data Quantitative 
Traction substation logbook records Document analysis Qualitative 
Traction substation audits Observation Qualitative 
Case studies Observation Qualitative 
 
Table 3.2: Types of secondary data and their classification 
Data Source Type of data Data Classification 
SAP system Statistical data Quantitative  
Systems audit Document analysis Qualitative 
The “validity and reliability” of the collected data is crucial to emphasize its authenticity [86]. Some 
of the factors that are considered for validating data authenticity are internal and external validity [86]. 
Internal validation of data is about relevance and the fact that findings from analysed data can be 
aligned with the literature [86]. Internal validation of data requires the evaluation of factors from the 
sample without the biasness of the researcher [86], [87]; hence all available data that fall within the 
identified qualitative and quantitative categories are analysed in this study.  
External validity is about the general relevance of the data findings on the environment that is outside 
the research environment [86]. For external validation, the literature review in the previous chapter is 
referenced as it highlights the common reliability and performance factors between traction substations 
and generic distribution substations. Reliability of data, especially quantitative data is measurable if 
the same findings are yielded when analysis of similar data is repeated [86]. For this purpose, the 
filtered data that were used for analysis are included in this study as the Appendix.  
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3.6. Limitations.   
In this study, the analysed data are only limited to the SAP 01 records from ten traction substations, 
case studies that are coupled with telecontrol circuit breaker trip records from two traction substations 
and audit findings from ten traction substations. The selected data are comprised of quantitative and 
qualitative data, and these are in line with the selected research design. The data sources are six 3 kV 
DC traction substations and four 25 kV AC traction substations, and the data are limited from the year 
2016 to the year 2018.       
3.7. Report findings. 
According to [88], there are two methods of qualitative data presentation. The first method describes 
the presentation of qualitative data key findings or results as per their categories and the findings are 
discussed in a different chapter of the dissertation. The second method combines the findings and the 
discussion within the very same chapter. However, for this study, the first method is deployed where 
qualitative data findings have been interpreted and presented in tables, statements, and numbers.  
Findings from the statistical or quantitative data are presented in the form of graphs and charts [12]. 
According to [75] and [89], the use of graphs and charts for quantitative data presentation simplify the 
presentation of large sampled data, and it becomes easier for readers to interpret and understand. The 
method used to present qualitative data findings is also applied for quantitative data presentation where 
the discussion of the findings is discussed in the last chapter.    
All findings that are deduced from the data generated from 25 kV AC and 3 kV DC traction substations 
are compared as per the similarities of contributing factors and presented separately as per the different 
financial years. The relationship between qualitative and quantitative data is indicated but discussed 
in detail in the last chapter. 
3.8. Conclusion 
The study aims to identify factors that affect the reliability of traction substations within the Rail 
Network environment. Factors that affect electrical system reliability are identified in the previous 
chapter [56], [57], [58], [45], where the literature has highlighted that these factors are process driven. 
The chosen research design focuses on process evaluation, and it allows the selection of data which 
may assist with the evaluation of the effectiveness of policies, processes, and the implementation of 
strategies and the evaluation of performance [12]. 
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The sample population and the type of available data require the use of "convergent parallel mixed 
methods design" [14]. The probability sampling technique is applied for the collection of data from 
two different systems, and the “stratified sampling method” [75] is selected as it allows for random 
sampling from different populations and it enables the researcher to compare between different 
populations.  
The sampling environments present the analysis of quantitative and qualitative data from sources such 
as statistical data, historical documentation, and observations. The sample population allows for the 
analysis, comparison, and interpretation of secondary and primary data. The sample results allow for 
the evaluation of the effectiveness of Rail Network strategies and the processes in relation to the 
reliability factors that are highlighted in the literature review. The data presentation and thorough data 
analysis, comparison and interpretation are in Chapter 4.     
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CHAPTER 4: PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA  
4.1. Introduction 
The South African Transport Services annual results [3], [18], clearly indicate that the organization is 
faced with operational risks and to mitigate these risks, it is necessary to determine factors that 
contribute towards the operational inefficiencies. It is, therefore, crucial to identify the contributing 
factors through the performance analysis of all systems. For the purposes of addressing the research 
objectives, performance analysis is only directed to the traction substations, and this is achieved 
through the analysis of data that were generated from these traction substations.  
A massive volume of data are generated from these traction substations, and according to [90], analysis 
of data comes with the benefits of reducing operational risks. Reducing operational risks assists 
organizations with maintaining trust from their existing stakeholders and also stimulates the market as 
a result of well managed operational environments that attract and increase the customer base [90]. 
Therefore reducing operational risks will translate into increased revenue [90]. According to [91], data 
analysis allows organizations to review the effectiveness of their strategies and processes; it assists 
organizations to develop new business strategies, and the entire process is also coupled with financial 
benefits.   
In this chapter, the collected data are simplified, analysed and presented in the form of text, graphs, 
charts, and tables [12] with the primary objective of identifying factors that contribute towards the 
unreliability of traction substations. The presented data comprise data generated from the SAP 01 
system, substation circuit breaker trip records from the telecontrol system, data generated during 
substation audits and case studies.    
4.2. Traction substations performance analysis using data from SAP 01 maintenance 
system  
Data attained from the SAP 01 system is simplified and reduced to a level where only appropriate 
information is left for analysis. Refer to Appendix A and B for simplified 3 kV DC and 25 kV AC 
traction substations SAP 01 performance records.  
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4.2.1. Performance analysis results from the 3 kV DC traction substation SAP 01 records 
a) A-Traction substation. 
Figure 4.1 below depicts the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the A-
Traction substation during the year 2016. The figure also illustrates the number of trains that were 
delayed due to the traction substation outages that resulted from the highlighted factors. During the 
year 2016, a number of three trains were delayed where the causes were environmental conditions and 
unreliable equipment. Small component failures also caused more outages; however, they did not cause 
train delays and cancellations. 
 
Figure 4.1: A-Traction substation: 2016 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.2 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the A-Traction 
substation during the year 2017. During the year, there were no train delays or train cancellations due 
to faults experienced. Substandard installations caused more outages than other contributing factors.      
 
Figure 4.2: A-Traction substation: 2017 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
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Figure 4.3 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the A-Traction 
substation during the year 2018. The figure also shows the number of trains that were delayed due to 
the traction substation outages that resulted from the highlighted factors. A total number of three trains 
were delayed due to telecontrol system failures.     
 
Figure 4.3: A-Traction substation: 2018 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.4 shows all factors that contributed to the A-Traction substation downtimes from the year 
2016 to the year 2018. During the year 2016, environmental conditions contributed to the most 
prolonged traction substation downtimes. During the years 2017 and 2018, the substandard installations 
contributed to the most prolonged traction substation downtimes and the count of failures due to this 
contributing factor is more compared to the other contributing factors. 
 
Figure 4.4: Comparison of contributing factors between the years and their effect on availability: A-
Traction substation. 
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b) B-Traction substation. 
Figure 4.5 below shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the B-Traction 
substation during the year 2016; however, outages due to the identified factors did not contribute 
towards train delays and train cancellations. Small component failures and environmental conditions 
contributed to most and the same counts of outages. 
 
Figure 4.5: B-Traction substation: 2016 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.6 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the B-Traction 
substation during the year 2017. The figure shows a number of eight trains that were delayed due to 
environmental conditions and substandard maintenance. Small component failures caused many 
outages although the failures did not contribute towards train delays.     
 
Figure 4.6: B-Traction substation: 2017 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
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Figure 4.7 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the B-Traction 
substation during the year 2018. Based on the analysed data, this substation did not cause any train 
delays or train cancellations. The figure shows that most of the outages were due to small components 
failures.  
 
Figure 4.7: B-traction substation: 2018 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.8 shows all factors that contributed to the B-Traction substation downtimes from the year 
2016 to the year 2018. During the year 2016, faults caused by environmental conditions contributed to 
the most prolonged downtimes. During the year 2017, small components failures contributed to the 
majority of the faults and also prolonged outages. During 2018, small components failures caused most 
of the outages, but prolonged outages were due to environmental conditions. 
 
Figure 4.8: Comparison of contributing factors between the years and their effect on availability: B-
Traction substation. 
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c) C-Traction substation. 
Figure 4.9 below shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the C-Traction 
substation during the year 2016. The faults that occurred due to the identified factors are accompanied 
by five counts of train delays and four train cancellations. The main contributing factors towards train 
delays are system overloading, small component failures, and unreliability of equipment. Substandard 
installations contributed to most outage counts than all other factors. 
 
Figure 4.9: C-Traction substation: 2016 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.10 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the C-Traction 
substation during the year 2017. The figure shows eight train cancellations and two train delays. The 
main contributing factor is theft which caused all train cancellations and a single train delay, however 
environmental conditions caused most outages. 
 
Figure 4.10: C-Traction substation: 2017 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
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Figure 4.11 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the C-Traction 
substation during the year 2018. The analysed data show that there were no train cancellations, but 
there were four trains that were delayed due to the unreliability factors. The main contributing factor 
is identified as the system fault. System faults are faults that caused outages, but the root cause could 
not be determined as there were no signs of component damages or influence from external factors.   
 
Figure 4.11: C-Traction substation: 2018 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.12 shows all factors that contributed to the C-Traction substation downtimes from the year 
2016 to the year 2018. During the year 2016, system overloading caused prolonged outages compared 
to the other contributing factors; however, more outage counts were due to substandard installations. 
During the year 2017, prolonged outages were due to environmental conditions. During 2018, 
prolonged outages were caused by small components failures. 
 
Figure 4.12: Comparison of contributing factors between the years and their effect on availability: C-
Traction substation. 
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d) D-Traction substation. 
Factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the D-Traction substation during the year 2016 are 
depicted in Figure 4.13. All outages did not cause train delays and train cancellations.  The main 
contributing factor to this traction substation outages is small component failures.  
 
Figure 4.13: D-Traction substation: 2016 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.14 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the D-Traction 
substation during the year 2017. There were no train cancellations and train delays due to unreliability 
contributing factors, but many outages are shown. The main contributing factors to the outages are 
telecontrol system failures and environmental conditions.  
 
Figure 4.14: D-Traction substation: 2017 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.15 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the D-Traction 
substation during the year 2018. The figure does not show train cancellations, and train delays, 
however, more outages were recorded. The main outage contributing factors are environmental 
conditions and small component failures.     
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Figure 4.15: D-Traction substation: 2018 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.16 shows all factors that contributed to the D-Traction substation downtimes from the year 
2016 to the year 2018. During the year 2016, small component failures caused most and prolonged 
outages compared to the other contributing factors. During the year 2017, environmental conditions 
and telecontrol system failures caused the most and similar count of outages; however, prolonged 
outages were due to telecontrol system failures. During 2018, both environmental conditions and small 
component failures caused the most and similar count of outages; however, prolonged outages were 
due to environmental conditions.  
 
Figure 4.15: Comparison of contributing factors between the years and their effect on availability: D-
Traction substation. 
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e) E-Traction substation. 
Figure 4.16 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the E-Traction 
substation during the year 2016. There were no train delays and train cancellations due to the 
highlighted factors, but many outages were experienced. The main contributing factor to this traction 
substation outages was substandard installations.   
 
Figure 4.16: E-Traction substation: 2016 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.17 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the E-Traction 
substation during the year 2017. The figure does not show train delays and train cancellations, but most 
outages were experienced during the period. The main contributing factors to the outages are 
substandard installations, and small component failures, however, substandard installations contributed 
to most outages.   
 
Figure 4.17: E-Traction substation: 2017 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
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Figure 4.18 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the E-Traction 
substation during the year 2018. The figure does not show train cancellations and train delays, however, 
most outages were caused by small component failures. 
 
Figure 4.18: E-Traction substation: 2018 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.19 shows all factors that contributed to the E-Traction substation downtimes from the year 
2016 to the year 2018. During the year 2016, substandard installations caused most and prolonged 
outages compared to the other contributing factors; however, the impact by few Utility power failures 
was noticeable. During the year 2017, substandard installations caused most of the outages; however, 
prolonged outages were due to small component failures. During 2018, most and prolonged outages 
were caused by small component failures.   
 
Figure 4.19: Comparison of contributing factors between the years and their effect on availability: E-
Traction Substation. 
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f) F-Traction substation. 
The count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the F-Traction substation during the 
year 2016 is depicted in Figure 4.20. All outages did not cause train delays and train cancellations.  The 
main contributing factor to this traction substation outages was telecontrol system failures.   
 
Figure 4.20: F-Traction substation: 2016 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.21 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the F-Traction 
substation during the year 2017. From the figure, there were six train delays due to the traction 
substation outages, but there were no train cancellations. The main contributing factor to the outages 
and train delays was small component failures.   
 
Figure 4.21: F-Traction substation: 2017 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.22 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the F-Traction 
substation during the year 2018. The figure does not show train cancellations and train delays, however, 
most outages were caused by substandard installations and small component failures. Small component 
failures contributed to the majority of these outages.  
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Figure 4.22: F-Traction substation: 2018 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.23 shows all factors that contributed to the F-Traction substation downtimes from the year 
2016 to the year 2018. During the year 2016, telecontrol system failures caused most outages, but the 
utility power failure contributed to the prolonged outage. During the year 2017 and the year 2018, 
small component failures caused most and prolonged outages compared to the other contributing 
factors.  
 
Figure 4.23: Comparison of contributing factors between the years and their effect on availability: F-
Traction Substation. 
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4.2.2. Count of faults per financial quarter and the train delays (min) from 2016-2018: DC 
traction substations 
Figure 4.24 below is the representation of the count of all faults per financial quarter and how these 
faults impacted the train services, and the analysis is based on the SAP 01 data from all six DC traction 
substations. The analysis covered SAP 01 data from the year 2016 till the year 2018. Figure 4.24 clearly 
shows that the highest sum of traction substations outages and prolonged train delays were experienced 
during quarter 3. Quarter 3 (Q3) is a period in a financial year which covers three months from the 
beginning of October to the end of December. 
 
Figure 4.24: Comparison between financial quarters for 3 kV DC traction substations: count of 
faults/quarter and effect on train services (2016-2018). 
Data from Figure 4.24 indicated many faults and prolonged train delays during quarter 3. The data 
from quarter 3 of all the years were scrutinized to determine the main contributing factors. The 
summary of data that were used was generated from the sampling population of the six 3 kV DC 
traction substations (refer to Appendix A). Figure 4.25 shows all factors that contributed to the 
escalated faults and prolonged train delays. Factors that caused train delays are environmental 
conditions, small components failures, substandard maintenance, system fault and overloading, theft 
and unreliable equipment.  
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Figure 4.25: DC traction substations: The unreliability contributing factors during Q3: 2016-2018. 
4.2.3. Performance analysis results from the 25 kV AC traction substation SAP 01 records 
a) G-Traction substation. 
Figure 4.26 below depicts the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the G-
Traction substation during the year 2016. From the data depicted in the figure, there were no train 
delays and train cancellations due to the outages. Local overvoltage inputs contributed to most of the 
outages compared to the other factors.   
 
Figure 4.26: G-Traction substation: 2016 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
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Figure 4.27 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the G-Traction 
substation during the year 2017. The figure shows that there were no train delays or cancellations due 
to faults experienced at the G-Traction substation. The figure shows local overvoltage inputs to have 
been the primary cause of most outages. 
 
Figure 4.27: G-Traction substation: 2017 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.28 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the G-Traction 
substation during the year 2018. The figure does not show train delays and train cancellations. Small 
component failures caused more outages compared to the local overvoltage input factor. 
 
Figure 4.28: G-Traction substation: 2018 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.29 shows all factors that contributed to the G-Traction substation downtimes from the year 
2016 to the year 2018. During the year 2016 and the year 2017, the local overvoltage input factor 
caused most and prolonged substation downtimes. During the year 2018, small component failures 
contributed to the most and prolonged traction substation downtimes.  
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Figure 4.29: Comparison of contributing factors between the years and their effect on availability: G-
Traction Substation. 
b) H-Traction substation. 
Figure 4.30 below depicts the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the H-
Traction substation during the year 2016. The figure shows a count of two train delays and these train 
delays were due to the small component failures. The small component failures contributed to most of 
the outages, and there were no train cancellations caused by this factor and the other factors, which 
caused the traction substation downtimes during the period.  
 
Figure 4.30: H-Traction substation: 2016 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
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Figure 4.31 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the H-Traction 
substation during the year 2017. The figure shows that there were two counts of train delays and zero 
train cancellations due to faults experienced at the H-Traction substation. The figure shows small 
component failures to have been the cause of most outages and the cancellation. 
 
Figure 4.31: H-Traction substation: 2017 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.32 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the H-Traction 
substation during the year 2018. The figure shows eight counts of trains delayed due to utility power 
failures. There were no train cancellations due to the outages, and the most count of outages was due 
to small component failures.  
 
Figure 4.32: H-Traction substation: 2018 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.33 shows all factors that contributed towards the H-Traction substation downtimes from the 
year 2016 to the year 2018. During the years 2016 and 2017, local overvoltage input caused the most 
and prolonged outages compared to the other factors. During the year 2018, small component failures 
contributed to the most count and prolonged traction substation outages. 
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Figure 4.33: Comparison of contributing factors between the years and their effect on availability: H-
Traction substation. 
c) I-Traction substation. 
Figure 4.33 depicts the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the I-Traction 
substation during the year 2016. The figure shows a count of ten trains delayed due to Utility power 
failures. Utility power failures also contributed to most traction substation outages when compared to 
the other unreliability contributing factors. All outages did not cause train cancellations.    
 
Figure 4.33: I-Traction substation: 2016 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
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Figure 4.34 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the I-Traction 
substation during the year 2017. The figure shows two counts of trains delayed due to the Utility power 
failures. Small components failures contributed to most outages, but they did not cause train delays 
and train cancellations. 
 
Figure 4.34: I-Traction substation: 2017 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.35 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the I-Traction 
substation during the year 2018. The figure shows eight counts of trains delayed due to Utility power 
failures. Most of the recorded outages were due to Utility power failures, but there were no train 
cancellations as a result.    
 
Figure 4.35: I-Traction substation: 2018 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.36 shows all factors that contributed towards the I-Traction substation outages from the year 
2016 to the year 2018. During the year 2016 and the year 2018, utility power failures caused most 
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count and prolonged outages compared with the other contributing factors.  During the year 2017, small 
component failures contributed to the most count and prolonged traction substation outages.  
 
Figure 4.36: Comparison of contributing factors between the years and their effect on availability: I-
Traction Substation. 
d) J-Traction substation. 
Figure 4.37 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the J-Traction 
substation during the year 2016. The figure shows a count of four trains delayed due to Utility power 
failures and a substandard installation. Three trains were canceled due to substandard installations and 
small component failures. Most recorded outages were due to small component failures.  
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Figure 4.37: J-Traction substation: 2016 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.38 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the J-Traction 
substation during the year 2017. The figure does not show train delays or train cancellations. The figure 
shows small component failures to have been the cause of most outages. 
 
Figure 4.38: J-Traction substation: 2017 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.39 shows the count of factors that contributed towards the unreliability of the J-Traction 
substation during the year 2018. The figure shows two counts of trains delayed due to human-related 
errors. There were no train cancellations due to all outages, and the most count of outages was due to 
small component failures and system faults.  
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Figure 4.39: J-Traction substation: 2018 Count of unreliability contributing factors. 
Figure 4.40 shows all factors that contributed to the J-Traction substation downtimes from the year 
2016 to the year 2018. During the year 2016, small component failures caused the most and prolonged 
outages compared to the other factors. During the year 2017, small component failures contributed to 
the most counts of outages and but the prolonged outages were due to system faults. During the year 
2018, system faults and small component failures contributed to the most counts of outages and but the 
prolonged outages were due to the equipment fault. 
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Figure 4.40: Comparison of contributing factors between the years and their effect on availability: J-
Traction substation. 
4.2.4. Count of faults per financial quarter and the train delays (min) from 2016-2018: AC 
traction substations 
Figure 4.41 below is the representation of the count of all faults per financial quarter and how these 
faults impacted the train services. The analysis is based on the SAP 01 data from all four AC traction 
substations. The analysis includes SAP 01 data from the year 2016 till the year 2018. During the three 
years, the sum of prolonged train delays was recorded during the fourth quarter; however, the count of 
faults during the third quarter was slightly higher. The fourth quarter (Q4) is a period in a financial 
year which covers three months from the beginning of January to the end of March. Figure 4.42 shows 
all factors that contributed to the faults and the train delays during the quarter, and this includes data 
from 2016 till 2018. Factors that caused train delays are utility power failures and substandard 
installations. 
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Figure 4.41: Comparison between financial quarters for 25 kV AC traction substations: count of 
faults/quarter and effect on train services (2016-2018). 
 
Figure 4.42: AC traction substations: The unreliability contributing factors during Q4: 2016-2018. 
4.2.5. Common unreliability contributing factors between AC and DC traction substations 
Figure 4.43 shows common unreliability contributing factors between AC and DC traction substations 
and the comparison was performed using data from all ten traction substations. The figure also shows 
a comparison of counts for outages that have been caused by similar factors for both AC and DC 
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traction substations. According to the analysis, the major contributing factors towards traction 
substations downtimes are small component failures, utility power failures, substandard installations, 
environmental conditions, and human-related errors. 
 
Figure 4.43: Comparison of outage counts for similar contributing factors between AC and DC 
traction substations. 
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4.3. Case studies  
4.3.1. Case study 1: Outages caused by the nuisance operation of DC earth leakage relay 
4.3.1.1. Background 
The electrical Maintenance Manager of the depot that is responsible for maintaining the E-Traction 
substation contacted RN Technical Office to escalate the issue related to the nuisance tripping of 
substation circuit breakers. The information provided indicated that the traction substation breakers 
tripped due to the nuisance operation of the DC earth leakage relay and at times, this happened when 
long trains were in the section. This initiated an investigation, and the investigation was done during 
March of 2018. The nuisance operation of the DC earth leakage relay is usually caused by poor 
insulation between the equipment and earth or/and incorrect setting of the relay. 
The DC earth leakage relay is an electromechanical latching relay that is used inside the substation 
building in 3 kV DC traction substations to detect insulation failures and abnormal current leakages. 
Electrical equipment inside the substation building is bonded to rail (traction negative) via the DC earth 
leakage relay.  As per the design requirements, all equipment inside the substation building shall be 
insulated from earth, and a minimum of 25Ω shall be maintained to ensure the correct operation of the 
DC earth leakage relay. According to the design [22], [92], a minimum and maximum allowable current 
setting of the DC earth leakage relay is 50A and 200A.  
4.3.1.2. Analysis of the problem 
A site investigation was done to determine the root cause of the DC earth leakage operation. The 
analysis of circuit breaker operations was performed using data from the telecontrol trip records and 
data from the year 2016 till 2017 have been used to determine how the substation had been impacted. 
Figure 4.44 below presents the telecontrol circuit breaker trip records, and the detailed data are depicted 
in Appendix C. A traction substation is comprised of three high voltage circuit breakers, and these are 
two HSCB on the DC side and the PCB on the AC side.  Telecontrol circuit breaker trip records showed 
many trips; however, some are not due to the operation of the DC earth leakage relay. The design is in 
such a way that the operation of the DC earth leakage relay activates a trip of all circuit breakers and 
lockout the substation. The PCB operated a few times during both years compared to the other circuit 
breakers, but the total number of trips was very high; hence it was necessary to perform a site 
investigation. Another issue that can be noted from Figure 4.44 is the escalated HSCB trips during the 
year 2016.  
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Figure 4.44: E-3 kV DC Traction substation telecontrol circuit breaker trip records. 
Electrical protection test instruments were used during the onsite investigation, and the outcome 
revealed that the relay setting was well within the limit, but the insulation reading between the indoor 
equipment and earth was below the acceptable limit. The DC earth leakage relay setting was found at 
163A, but the insulation between the indoor equipment and earth measured below the recommended 
value of 25Ω. The earth reading was found at 3.8Ω.  
All bonding cables were disconnected and tested independently with reference to earth to establish the 
primary cause of insulation failures. This process revealed that the substation control panels were the 
source of this low reading. Due to the number of cables and small components that are inside the control 
panels, the cable or component that caused this problem could not be determined. The ground where 
the DC traction system is found is generally infested with stray currents, and this is due to poor 
insulation between earth and the negative rails, negative return cables and also leakages from aged 
underground feeder cable insulation. According to [93], the voltage that is measured between rail and 
earth is dependent upon the resistance of the rail and the amount of current that flows through at that 
specific time, hence most trips occurred when there were trains in the section. Due to the poor insulation 
between the control panel and earth, the magnitude of stray currents that flew via the bonding cables 
of the control panel to traction substation negative busbar increased due to the increase in the voltage 
between rail and earth. This caused the incorrect operation of the DC earth leakage relay. 
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4.3.1.3. Contributing factors  
In order to determine when this problem started, previous test records were perused, and it was 
discovered that the panel was introduced into the system during the year 2011. The earth reading that 
was measured between the indoor equipment and earth was 1Ω. External contractors performed the 
installation and commissioning works. The specification was violated when the Project Manager 
accepted the test results and allowed the substation to be energized with such a defect.  Factors that 
contributed to this condition are human error and negligence by the contractors and lack of expertise 
from the project management team. This resulted in a substandard installation. Table 4.1 below 
illustrates the relation of the identified substandard installation factor between this case study 
(qualitative data) and the quantitative SAP 01 records generated from the E-Traction substation.   
Table 4.1: Effects of substandard installation at E-Traction substation. 
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End of life cycle 1 135 
    
Environmental conditions 
  
1 354 1 144 
Human error 2 210 1 208 1 147 
Small component failure 3 310 9 1913 4 719 
Substandard design 2 167 3 300 1 63 
Substandard installation 12 1557 11 1401 2 423 
Substandard maintenance  3 296 1 98 
  
System fault 
  
2 366 1 74 
System fault/overloading  
  
1 104 
  
Telecontrol system failure 
    
1 327 
Unreliable equipment 2 119 2 243 
  
Utility Power Failure 3 1485 1 194 
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4.3.1.4. Recommendations 
Due to the complexity of the control panel, it was going to require more time to get to the root cause 
of the low earth reading. Therefore, it was recommended that the contractor who installed the control 
panel must be summoned to come and sort out the fault. Since the warranty had expired, the repair 
work had to be done at an additional cost. This proves the validity of the literature as illustrated in 
Figure 2.6, [4], [50] as the rectification of faults during operation will result in high operational costs 
and loss of revenue due to train delays. It was recommended that all commissioning results must be 
shared with the Technical Office and depot based Engineers and Technicians must be exposed to the 
basics of electrical protection.  
4.3.2. Case study 2: Investigation to determine the cause of inhibited remote operation of 
vacuum circuit breakers after specific trips 
4.3.2.1. Background 
The depot approached Technical Office to assist with an investigation to find the cause of inhibited 
remote operation of vacuum circuit breakers after specific trips. Although this was a common problem 
at adjacent substations, the traction substation under discussion is G-25 kV AC traction substation. The 
traction substation has been equipped with new outdoor VCBs together with their associated control 
panels and microprocessor type protection relays. The commissioning of the new equipment was done 
during July of 2015. The equipment before then were indoor VCBs with old electromechanical relays. 
The investigation was carried out during October 2018. 
4.3.2.2. Analysis of the problem 
The information provided by the electricians indicated that whenever Electrical Control personnel 
could not close the VCB after it had tripped, they would be called out to go and attend to the problem. 
At the substation, they would try and close the affected VCB manually, but at times, the manual 
operation was inhibited. The only method of closing these breakers was to switch off the 110 V DC 
voltage that powers the relay, which allowed the relays to reset. The substation is equipped with four 
circuit breakers, and these are one PCB and three VCBs. The PCB is on the 88 kV AC side, and the 
VCBs are on the 25 kV AC side. The VCBs are categorized according to their functions, and in this 
case, one VCB was used as the incomer, and the other two were used as the line feeders. Refer to Figure 
2.2 in the literature review for the AC traction substation layout. This problem mainly affected the line 
feeding VCBs, and these are named VCB23 and VCB25. Figure 4.45 depicts the telecontrol trip records 
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of all circuit breakers at G-25 kV AC traction substation, and detailed data are depicted in Appendix 
C. 
 
Figure 4.45: G-25 kV AC Traction substation telecontrol circuit breaker trip records. 
As depicted in Figure 4.45, both VCB23 and VCB25 have tripped more than the other traction 
substation circuit breakers from the year 2016 to the year 2018. The main concern was not the number 
of trips but the number of prolonged outages and callouts that were due to the inhibited telecontrol 
operation. During the site investigation, it was discovered that the protection relay inhibited remote 
operation due to overvoltage conditions. The relay is equipped with distance protection, IDMT, 
thermal, under-voltage and overvoltage protection functions. The protection relays event recorders 
showed that the majority of the trips were due to the overvoltage. The overvoltage function is set to 
operate at 115%, with a delayed operating time of 60seconds. This triggered the simulation of the 
overvoltage situation with the use of test instruments, and the process proved that the protection relays 
tripped and inhibited the local and remote operation as long as the relay still saw the overvoltage input. 
The discovery initiated the verification of the power (traction) transformer, and voltage transformer 
ratios and the process proved that all outputs were as per the nameplates. The utility supply voltage 
was checked and found to be at an acceptable level of 89kV AC. Upon verification of the protection 
relay settings, it was discovered that the incorrect voltage transformer ratio was applied. 
4.3.2.3. Contributing factors 
The standard instrument transformer voltage ratio that is used throughout the country is 26.4 kV/110 
V, but the one at G-25 kV traction substation and other adjacent substations are 25 kV/110 V. The 
standard ratio of 26.4 kV/110 V was used on the relay as per the issued protection relay settings; 
therefore this affected the normal operation of the relay. The power transformer tap setting was left at 
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tap number 4, which gave an output of 27.105 kV when 89 kV was applied at the primary. The tap 
setting could not be changed as the tap changer was left in that position for so many years. The use of 
traction transformers with automatic tap changers is not recommended [94] hence the tap setting that 
could give the required open-circuited voltage was selected. The maintenance standards [22] indicated 
that the tap changer should be rotated through all the tap positions yearly and after, it should be moved 
back to the recommended position. This process [22] is done to prevent the tap changers from being 
permanently fixed in one position. The incorrect ratio that was applied to the protection relay resulted 
in a reflection of 28.622 kV.   
When trains got into a regenerative mode or when there was a slight voltage variation from the utility, 
the overvoltage setting was exceeded and result in the tripping of the VCBs. The main contributing 
factors are related to human errors such as negligence, inadequate investigation during the introduction 
of technology and deviation from specification and maintenance standards. These shortfalls resulted in 
the nuisance tripping of VCBs, and the contributing factor is labeled as the "Local Overvoltage Input." 
Table 4.2 below is generated using quantitative SAP 01 data from the G-Traction substation, and it 
shows the effect of "local overvoltage input" on substation availability. According to [63], [64], 
overvoltage input has the potential of causing small component failures. Therefore outages due to small 
component failures may have resulted from local overvoltage inputs.  
Table 4.2: Effects of local overvoltage input at G-Traction substation. 
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Local overvoltage input 6 788 3 1948 1 187 
Small component failure 2 408 2 254 2 308 
Substandard design 
  
1 374 
  
Substandard installation 1 268 
    
Utility Power Failure 1 73 
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4.3.2.4. Recommendations 
Due to the non-standard instrument transformer ratios that were not identified during factory testing, it 
was recommended that the project management teams should be comprised of electrical specialists 
who are familiar with the requirements of electrical protection. The electrical protection settings issue 
was referred to the relevant department for recalculation. The maintenance team was influenced to 
adhere to the stipulated maintenance requirements. 
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4.4. Traction substations audits.  
The objectives of performing traction substation audits were to assess the condition of traction 
substations and to assess the implementation of maintenance processes that are in place and to also 
give necessary recommendations to ensure safety, availability, and reliability of the traction system. 
Visual inspection method was used during the process to check the maintenance history from the 
documentation that is held in the traction substation buildings and also at the depots. The maintenance 
history of equipment is recorded in the substation logbook and the electrical protection records book 
where duplicates of testing and calibration records are kept. The evaluation of the maintenance records 
and the actual condition of equipment gave a clear indication of the adherence to the maintenance 
schedules. In general, audits were carried out to check the condition of equipment in terms of their 
operation and compliance with maintenance standards, design specifications, and safety standards. The 
tables below present the installation years of major electrical equipment and the condition of the 
equipment. The audit period spanned from the year 2016 to the year 2018. 
4.4.1. The installation years of major electrical equipment. 
Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 show the installation years of major electrical equipment. The tables show the 
installation years ranging from 1958 till 2018. 
Table 4.3: Installation years of major 3 kV DC traction substations electrical equipment. 
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Table 4.4: Installation years of major 25 kV AC traction substations electrical equipment. 
 
4.4.2. Traction substations audit findings. 
The tables below indicate the faults, risk types, priority, maintenance interventions, and 
recommendations per traction substation. 
Table 4.5: A-Traction substation audit findings.  
System Faults Risk Type Priority Maintenance 
Intervention 
Locks at the battery room entrance door were 
damaged.  
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
Substation batteries were older than 20 years, and they 
showed signs of gassing, sulphating and they had low 
electrolyte levels. 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
Inside the AC/DC control panel: some wires were 
modified, and a triple pole circuit breaker was 
bypassed  
Operational  Very 
High 
CPM 
The positive Isolator did not comply with new 
specifications 
Safety Very 
high 
CPM 
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Track breaker numbers were duplicated (two breakers 
labelled 31) 
Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
Security lighting was inadequate Safety Very 
High 
CPM 
The immediate 1.2 meters around the substation fence 
was not clear of vegetation growth 
Safety  High CPM 
There was oil contamination around the main 
transformer  
Safety  Very 
High 
CPM 
Oil was leaking excessively from the traction 
transformer top gasket.  
Operational  Very 
High 
CPM 
Auxiliary transformer tank  was sweating oil Operational High CPM 
The first set of surge arresters were Silicon Carbide 
type and were earthed via the structure 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
The second set of surge arresters: earthing did not 
comply with the specification  
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
Negative return cables were not painted red  Safety Very 
High 
CPM 
At the switch structure: Capacitors were disconnected, 
lightning arresters were not connected, and some of the  
track switch locking devices were broken 
Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
 
Table 4.6: B-Traction substation audit findings. 
System Faults Risk Type Priority Maintenance 
Intervention 
Up to date, HSCB calibration records were not found 
in the logbook. 
Operational Very 
High 
RPM 
Earth mat reading was less than 5Ω, but some earth 
readings did not conform to the norms as listed on the 
test sheet 
Operational  Very 
High 
CPM 
Both AC and DC substation building interior lights 
were not working. 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
Records showed that the battery specific gravity tests 
were not done monthly. 
Operational Very 
High 
RPM 
The battery room was not equipped with an extractor 
fan  
Operational 
and Safety 
High CPM 
HSCB indicator lights were dysfunctional Safety Very 
High 
CPM 
There was no security light inside the high voltage 
yard 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
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There was vegetation growth inside the substation yard Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
Unit A was off due to the worn-out rectifier heat sinks Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
There was oil contamination around the main 
transformer 
Safety Very 
High 
CPM 
Traction transformers for both unit A and Unit B were 
leaking oil from the top gasket and the high voltage 
bushings. 
Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
The first set of surge arresters were Silicon Carbide 
type, and they were earthed via the supporting 
structure 
Operational  Very 
High 
CPM 
The substation was not equipped with the second sets 
of surge arresters, and the first set was about 30 meters 
from both traction transformers. 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
Obsolete current transformers with more than 40 years 
of service were still in use 
Operational  Very 
High 
CPM 
Negative return cables were not painted red and  were  
not insulated from ground 
Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
At the switch structure: there were no visible earth 
spikes, and one mast to rail bond was loose 
Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
 
Table 4.7: C-Traction substation audit findings. 
System Faults Risk Type Priority Maintenance 
Intervention 
There were signs of water leakages in the substation 
building 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
The battery room was not equipped with an extractor 
fan. 
Operational 
and Safety  
High CPM 
Substation batteries were older than 18 years, and they 
showed signs of sulphating and acid leakages. 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
The control panel was not equipped with low voltage 
DC surge arresters 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
The outdoor yard fence was damaged, and it created 
an illegal access way to the HV yard. 
Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
There was oil contamination around the main 
transformer 
Safety Very 
High 
CPM 
There was vegetation growth inside the substation yard Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
Traction transformer primary bushings had oil leaks 
from their upper connection 
Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
Oil was sweating from the auxiliary transformer Operational High CPM 
The silica gel on the auxiliary transformer was due for 
replacement 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM and 
RPM 
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The first set of surge arresters were earthed via the 
supporting structure 
Operational  Very 
High 
CPM 
The second set of surge arresters: earthing did not 
comply with the specification  
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
There were cracks on the primary circuit breaker 
foundation 
Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
Obsolete current transformers with more than 40 years 
of service were still in use 
Operational  Very 
High 
CPM 
The current carrying capacity of negative return bonds 
was not adequate, and the bonds were not painted red. 
Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
 
Table 4.8: D-Traction substation audit findings. 
System Faults Risk Type Priority Maintenance 
Intervention 
Inside the control panel: one of the low voltage DC 
surge arrester was not in place, and the control panel 
was not equipped with low voltage AC surge arrestors 
Operational  Very 
High 
CPM 
Unit A had an obsolete rectifier Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
Unit B rectifier diode monitoring card was bypassed 
and indicated multiple faulty diodes (the card was 
faulty).  
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
The immediate 1.2 meters around the substation fence 
was not clear of vegetation growth 
Operational 
and Safety 
High CPM 
There was oil contamination around unit B traction 
transformer. 
Safety Very 
High 
CPM 
There were oil leakages from the top gasket of unit A 
traction transformer and its tank and cooling fins had 
rust 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
Oil was sweating from unit B traction transformer 
secondary bushings, and its oil temperature dial was 
faulty 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
There were oil leakages from Unit A auxiliary 
transformer 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
The earth bonding of the traction transformers was not 
adequate  
Operational High  CPM 
The first set of surge arresters were Silicon Carbide 
type and were earthed via the structure 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
The second set of surge arresters had porcelain 
insulation, and there was a risk of damaging other 
equipment and injuring personnel if they explode 
Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
The second set of surge arresters: earthing did not 
comply with the specification  
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
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Table 4.9: E-Traction substation audit findings. 
System Faults Risk Type Priority Maintenance 
Intervention 
The track breaker calibration records show calibration 
was last done during 2014 
Operational Very 
High 
RPM 
Earth mat reading was less than 5Ω, but some earth 
readings did not conform to the norms as listed on the 
test sheet 
Operational  Very 
High 
CPM 
There was vegetation growth inside the substation 
yard. 
Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
There was oil contamination around unit B traction 
transformer. 
Safety Very 
High 
CPM 
The unit B traction transformer had oil leakages from 
the Buchholz relay 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
The auxiliary transformer had oil leakages from its top 
gasket and Buchholz relay 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
The auxiliary transformer silica gel was due for 
replacement 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM and 
RPM 
The substation HT yard gate had a broken locking 
mechanism  
Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
The main discharge earth spike for surge arresters was 
situated at a distance 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
 
Table 4.10: F-Traction substation audit findings. 
System Faults Risk Type Priority Maintenance 
Intervention 
Protection relay settings were not set according to the 
specification. The tripping times had been shortened 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
There was oil contamination around the main 
transformers  
Safety Very 
High 
CPM 
There were oil leakages from the sampling valve of 
unit A traction transformer as well as rust on its tank 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
There were oil leakages from unit B auxiliary 
transformer  conservator and the tank 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
At the switch structure, supporting structures were 
rusted just outside foundations  
Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
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Table 4.11: G-Traction substation audit findings. 
System Fault Risk Type Priority Maintenance 
Intervention 
There was oil contamination in the high voltage yard Safety Very 
High 
CPM 
There were oil leakages from traction transformer 
radiator and tap changer 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
The auxiliary transformer tank was beginning to rust.  Operational Medium CPM 
The AC disconnect steel structure was earthed with 
one conductor  
Operational High CPM 
There were signs of burn marks on lightning arrestor 
connections on the high voltage side 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
The newly installed surge arresters earth spikes were 
not very close to the supporting structure.  
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
AC disconnects were not equipped with the earthing  
blades 
Safety Very 
High 
CPM 
Current transformers had oil leakages  Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
Silicon carbide surge arrestors were still in use on the 
25 kV AC structure, and they were also not earthed 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
 
Table 4.12: H-Traction substation audit findings. 
System Faults Risk Type Priority Maintenance 
Intervention 
There was visible rust on the roof of the 25 kV cubicle   Operational  Medium  CPM 
Some of the substation battery cells were contaminated 
and appeared to have surpassed their life span. 
Operational  Very 
High 
CPM 
All relays used on the 88 kV control panel were 
obsolete, and the panels had fuses instead of miniature 
circuit breakers. 
Operational  Very 
High  
CPM 
The remaining relays on the incomers and the coupler 
were obsolete electromechanical types and fuses were 
still in use instead of miniature circuit breakers.  
Operational  Very 
High  
CPM 
There was vegetation growth within 1.2m of the high 
voltage yard fence.  
Operational 
and Safety 
High CPM 
The 3 kV surge arrester on the Unit A traction 
transformer neutral was not properly earthed.  
Operational  Very 
High  
CPM 
Unit B traction transformer had oil leakages from its 
bushings. 
Operational  Very 
High  
CPM 
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Silicon carbide surge arrestors were still in use on the 
25 kV AC structure, and all were earthed via one 
conductor. 
Operational  Very 
High  
CPM 
Both AC disconnects were not equipped with the 
electrical interlocking mechanism for preventing them 
from being operated under load conditions.  
Safety  Very 
High  
CPM 
 
Table 4.13: I-Traction substation audit findings. 
System Faults Risk Type Priority Maintenance 
Intervention 
The substation earth mat resistance tested above the 
specified standard of 5 Ohms (at 140 Ohms) 
Operational  Very 
High  
CPM 
There was visible rust on the roof of the 25 kV 
cubicle.  
Operational  Medium  CPM 
All relays used on the 88 kV control panel were 
obsolete, and the panels had fuses instead of miniature 
circuit breakers. 
Operational  Very 
High  
CPM 
The remaining relays on the incomers and the coupler 
were obsolete electromechanical types and fuses were 
still in use instead of miniature circuit breakers.  
Operational  Very 
High  
CPM 
There was vegetation growth in the high voltage 
outdoor yard. 
Operational 
and Safety 
High CPM 
There were oil leakages from the B Unit traction 
transformer radiator valves and the top cover.  
Operational  Very 
High  
CPM 
Unit A traction transformer was leaking oil from the 
top cover and the pressure relief valve. 
Operational  Very 
High  
CPM 
There was visible rust on both traction transformers. Operational  Medium  CPM 
Some strands of the flexible conductor which supplies 
the auxiliary transformer were damaged. 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
The earthing copper plates for Unit B's current 
transformer had corroded. 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
Silicon carbide surge arrestors were still in use on the 
25 kV AC structure, and they were earthed via the 
structure. 
Operational  Very 
High  
CPM 
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Table 4.14: J-Traction substation audit findings. 
System Faults Risk Type Priority Maintenance 
Intervention 
The battery charger wiring was not in acceptable 
condition 
Operational High CPM 
There was oil contamination in the high voltage yard. Safety Very 
High 
CPM 
There were oil leakages from Unit A traction 
transformer radiator valves 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
There were oil leakages from Unit B traction 
transformer radiator valves, top gasket, pressure relief 
valve, and the primary bushings 
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
Both AC disconnects were not equipped with the 
automated earthing  blades 
Safety Very 
High 
CPM 
Silicon carbide surge arrestors were still in use on the 
25 kV AC structure  
Operational Very 
High 
CPM 
At the switch structure: 25 kV surge arrestors were not 
properly earthed, there were no grading rings, and one 
suspension insulator had broken 
Operational 
and Safety 
Very 
High 
CPM 
 
4.4.3. Discussion  
The presented data did not paint an impressive picture of the age and the condition of some of the 
critical traction substations equipment.  The unreliability contributing factors that can be deduced from 
the presented data are the age of equipment, obsolete equipment, inadequate condition, poor adherence 
to maintenance standards, poor adherence to technical specifications (substandard installations) and 
poor planning. In general, human-related factors contributed to most of the traction substation faults. 
Failures of electrical protection relays due to old age will lead to system downtimes, and such failures 
are flagged as small component failures in the SAP 01 system. The SAP 01 records show small 
component failures to have been the primary cause of most outages. Failure of equipment due to 
lightning surges will be reflected as failures due to environmental conditions in the SAP 01 system, 
but if it is known that surge arresters are not earthed adequately, such failures will be reflected as 
caused by substandard installations. Failures of equipment such as traction transformers due to their 
condition or inadequate surge protection usually lead to prolonged outages as their offsite repairs and 
manufacturing processes take longer than other electrical equipment. It is also not feasible to keep more 
traction transformer spares due to their capital value.    
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4.5. Conclusion 
The data that were presented and analysed in this chapter assisted in revealing the effectiveness of 
mixed methods data analysis into establishing the factors that contribute towards the unreliability of 
traction substations. Qualitative and quantitative data were presented and analysed from four sources. 
These data sources are SAP 01, Case studies together with electrical control circuit breaker trip records 
and the traction substations audit findings. The presented data indicated a clear relation between the 
quantitative SAP 01 data and the qualitative data generated from the case studies and the substation 
audits. Ten traction substations were randomly selected out of the whole population and grouped into 
six 3 kV DC traction substations and four 25 kV AC traction substations. The analysis revealed 
common unreliability contributing factors between all the data sources and also between the AC and 
the DC traction systems. The detailed discussions, conclusions, and recommendations are presented in 
the following Chapter.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents the conclusions and recommendations of this study, and these are based on the 
findings presented in Chapter 4. Qualitative and quantitative data were presented in Chapter 4 and 
sequential order, the data comprised of SAP 01 outage records, case studies from two traction 
substations coupled with their associated telecontrol circuit breaker trip records and traction substations 
audit findings. The data generated from the sampled population comprised of primary and secondary 
data. In this chapter, the findings of the analysis are discussed in relation to the literature reviewed in 
Chapter 2. In this chapter, findings are discussed as per each data source, and a reference is made to 
the presented literature. According to [12], [95], a successful conclusion requires a presentation of a 
clear relation between the research findings and the reviewed literature.    
5.2. Discussion and conclusion   
Traction substations are under the control of Rail Network which is one of the subdivisions of the South 
African Railways which focuses on optimizing maintenance and infrastructure development. The 
South African Transport Services annual results highlighted some of the high risks that the organization 
is faced with and these risks are related to volume growth, human resources, operational, productivity 
and efficiency [3], [18]. For this reason, it was essential to perform a study that will establish the 
contribution of traction substations performance towards achieving the set volume targets. This 
research intended to determine factors that contribute towards the unreliability of traction substations. 
The analysis of sampled data revealed the following findings:  
5.2.1. SAP 01 outage data records. 
The presented and analyzed data spanned from the year 2016 till the year 2018. Ten traction substations 
were randomly selected from five Rail Network Maintenance Depots to get the sample that can give a 
representation of the entire traction substations network in the country. The sample comprised of six 3 
kV DC traction substations and four 25 kV AC traction substations. The sample is the representation 
of the operational performance of the selected traction substations.  
The outages of all 3 kV DC traction substations were summed and divided into the financial year 
quarters, ranging from the year 2016 till the year 2018. Quarter three shows the most number of outages 
as depicted in Figure 4.24. Quarter three in a financial year is a period from the beginning of October 
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to the end of December. With reference to Figure 4.25, the identified factors that contributed towards 
the most outages of the 3 kV DC traction substations are end of lifecycle, environmental conditions, 
equipment fatigue, human error, small component failures, substandard design, substandard 
installations, substandard maintenance, system faults, system fault/overloading, telecontrol system 
failures, theft, unreliable equipment and utility power failures. Referring to Figure 4.24, the number of 
outages caused by all factors from the year 2016 till the year 2018 amount to 311 and they contributed 
to 1800 minutes of train delays. Factors that impacted the train movements are environmental 
conditions, small components failures, substandard maintenance, system faults or overloading, theft or 
unreliable equipment. 
From the four 25 kV AC traction substations, the sum of faults per financial quarter between quarter 
two and quarter four of the year 2016 till 2018 were almost the same but financial quarter four had the 
most prolonged train delays in minutes. Also, refer to Figure 4.41. For this reason, further analyses 
were done on the financial quarter four to determine the factors that contributed to the outages and the 
train delays. Quarter four is made of the January, February and March months and the faults during 
this period contributed to 1572 minutes of train delays. Figure 4.42 shows the factors that contributed 
towards the outages during quarter four (the year 2016 till the year 2018) and these are environmental 
conditions, human related errors, small component failures, substandard design, substandard 
installations, system faults, and utility power failures. Factors that caused 1572 of train delays are 
substandard installations and utility power failures. 
A comparison was made between 3 kV DC and 25 kV AC traction substations to determine common 
factors that caused outages, and these are depicted in Table 5.1. The main outage contributing factor 
between 3 kV DC and 25 kV AC traction substations is “small component failures." The other main 
outage contributing factors for the 25 kV AC traction substations are “Utility power failures, 
environmental conditions, system faults, and human-related errors." Other factors that contributed 
to most outages for the 3 kV DC traction substations are “substandard installations, environmental 
conditions, system faults, substandard maintenance, human-related errors and Utility power 
failures." 
According to [92], the number of outages that were caused by system overloading should not have 
made the list of contributing factors because system overloading for both AC and DC traction 
substations do not constitute circuit breaker lockout. Due to this reason, a conclusion is that there was 
something wrong with the primary electrical protection system (relay settings, wiring or small 
component failures) and this could have activated the secondary electrical protection system such as 
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the rectifier and transformer over-temperature protection. The activation of the secondary electrical 
protection system normally activates the lockout function, and this requires an electrician to be called 
out to investigate, repair and switch-on the traction substation. 
     Table 5.1: Count of common faults between 3 kV DC and 25 kV AC traction substations. 
  Common factors that 
caused traction substations 
outages  
Number of outage counts from the year 2016 to the year 
2018  
3kV DC Traction 
Substations  
25kV AC Traction 
Substations 
Small component failures 83 84 
Substandard installations 56 4 
Environmental Conditions 47 18 
System faults 24 9 
Substandard maintenance  17 4 
Human error  15 8 
Utility power failures  11 56 
Substandard design 8 5 
Theft 6 1 
System fault/overloading 4 2 
Equipment failures  1 1 
Equipment fatigue 1 2 
 
As per Table 5.1, the number of small component failures is alarming. A study by [21], emphasizes the 
importance of keeping railway critical components in a reliable state as they have the capabilities of 
causing system downtimes when they fail, and such components should be given attention during 
maintenance planning and execution. Although the literature indicates that the traction system is 
designed to remain reliable after an outage due to maintenance or a small component failure [19], 
specific failures have the potential of causing train delays and train cancellations. Train movement and 
speed are highly dependable on available capacity. 
The literature also reveals the link between small components failures with environmental conditions, 
substandard designs, and human-related errors. There is also a relation between substandard 
installations and human errors. The analyzed SAP 01 data did not reveal the failure stages of the small 
components during their reliability lifecycle (the Bathtub curve) however the literature indicates that 
more system failures are likely to happen during the infant mortality stage of the 
components/equipment where the main contributing factors are related to human errors such as design 
errors, manufacturing errors, installation errors, etc. [4], [30], [32], [33]. More failures are expected 
when the component approaches the end of its life cycle. Table 2.1 also shows factors that can cause 
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system or components failures during the operational stage and these factors are grouped under 
operational procedures and operational environment.  
Another element which has the potential of causing small component failures is electrical overstress, 
and the causes of electrical overstress are harmonics, overvoltage, transient voltages, overcurrent and 
surge currents [63], [64]. As presented in the literature [64], the electrical overstress is also caused by 
human-related factors such as errors during the design and manufacturing phases, incorrect methods 
of testing and violating the specification during installation. The literature has revealed a link between 
most of the unreliability contributing factors; however, the data analysis has proven that each of the 
related factors has the capabilities of causing system downtimes. 
Utility power failures caused many outages, especially at 25 kV AC traction substations. The analysed 
SAP 01 data did not reveal the root causes of utility power failures. Therefore, the utility power supplier 
should not be held responsible for all power outages unless the root cause of each outage has been 
investigated. The 3kV DC traction substations performance analysis revealed that more outages were 
recorded during the third quarter of the financial years 2016/2017 and 2017/2018. With reference to 
Figure 4.25, three outages were due to utility power supply failures but they didn't result in train delays. 
The 25kV AC traction substations performance analysis revealed that more outages were recorded 
during the fourth quarter of the financial years 2016/2017 and 2017/2018. Figure 4.42 shows that 
twenty-six outages were due to utility power supply failures and they resulted in 1276 minutes of train 
delays.  The study by [27] indicates that the utility power failures may be caused by short circuit 
conditions, overloading or malfunctioning of the electrical protection circuit at the consumer’s system 
or system faults at the utility side.   
5.2.2. Case studies together with the Telecontrol circuit breaker trip records. 
In this study, two case studies were considered to assess the reliability of traction substations and to 
determine the factors that contributed to their unreliability. The case studies were selected based on the 
similarities of fault conditions between the traction substations used in this study and the ones that did 
not make the list of the sampling population. Therefore, the findings and the recommendations from 
the two case studies are likely to apply to all traction substations that have similar fault conditions. 
The first case study focused on determining the nuisance operation of the DC earth leakage relay at E-
3 kV DC traction substation. The investigation was triggered by the number of trips that were reported 
to have caused a number of prolonged outages due to the operation of the DC earth leakage relay. The 
investigation revealed that nuisance tripping happened due to the “human related errors during the 
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installation and the commissioning of the control panel.” The main contributing factor is “lack of 
expertise” from the team that was involved during the execution of the project. These contributing 
factors are revealed in the literature review [4], [30], [32], [33], [54], [57], [58], [72], [73]. It is evident 
that the project management team failed to perform proper quality control and the commissioning 
procedures were not followed. The literature also revealed that the South African Railways is amongst 
the organizations that are experiencing operational challenges due to the shortage of skilled workforce 
[10]. 
The second case study focused on determining the cause of inhibited remote operation of vacuum 
circuit breakers after specific trips at G-25 kV AC traction substations. The investigation revealed that 
remote operation was inhibited due to registered overvoltage condition on the electrical protection 
relays of the line feeder VBCs. The contributing factors were found to be short term “overvoltage 
conditions” due to utility supply voltage variations and the regenerative mode of the locomotives. The 
main contributing factors were found to have been “human errors such as inadequate research 
during the introduction of new technology, violation of commissioning procedures and poor 
quality control." These factors are similar to the ones revealed in the literature review [4], [5], [30], 
[32], [33], [51], [54], [57], [58], [72], [73].  
5.2.3. Traction substations audit findings.  
The traction substation audit process was focused on evaluating the maintenance documentation, the 
condition of equipment and their installation age. The process revealed that major and critical 
substation equipment such as surge arresters, disconnects, current transformers, traction transformers, 
control panels, and their associated relays have been in operation for over forty years. The literature 
indicates that the average useful life of electrical equipment is up to thirty years [25], [33], [34] however 
beyond this age, the equipment becomes susceptible to more failures. Therefore, regular maintenance 
is required to keep the system in an operational state.   Most transformers had oil leakages, and there 
were other critical electrical equipment such as relays and surge arresters that were obsolete and had 
exceeded their life expectancy.    
According to the South African Railways’ asset life cycle condition assessment manual [35], all 
electrical equipment that is in service for over 40 years should have been replaced, except for traction 
transformers. Although most transformers have oil leakages, the manual indicates that the transformer 
should have failed the degree of polymerization (DP) test (degradation of insulation paper) before 
replacement is considered. The thermal loading of the South African Railways’ traction transformers 
are in line with the South African National Standard (SANS) [37]. According to [38], the life span of 
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a power transformer is also depended upon its loading and a traction transformer only takes load when 
there is a train in its dedicated feeding zone [22]. Therefore traction transformers are likely to last 
longer than 40 years in operation. It is therefore recommended to remove transformers that have been 
tested and found having less than 200DP [38], [36].  
The traction transformers installation dates in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 show that 90% of the traction 
transformers that formed part of the sample have been in operation for over 40 years. The audit findings 
revealed that 100% of these traction transformers had oil leakages and some had excessive oil leakages. 
Although these traction transformers are still maintainable, according to the literature, they have 
reached the last stage of their cycle. The literature [34] shows that 70% of the transformers are likely 
to cause network failures during the last stage in their lifecycle and the age and condition of traction 
transformers in the sample have proven that they are in the last stage of the ‘bathtub curve’ [4], [30], 
[32], [33].  
The number of faults form the audit findings show that the majority of equipment require the corrective 
preventative maintenance intervention in the form of replacement and refurbishment projects. The 
majority of the faults have very high potentials of disrupting the planned train schedules. Due to these 
findings, it can be concluded that some of the critical traction substation electrical equipment is 
operating on the last phase of the bathtub curve [4], [30], [32], [33]. In summary, the auditing process 
revealed factors that have the potentials of affecting the reliability of traction substations and these 
factors are “old and obsolete equipment, preventative maintenance requirements (CPM and 
RPM), violation of specifications and incorrect installations." These factors are revealed in the 
literature review chapter [4], [24], [25], [30], [32], [33], [34], [54], [56], [60], [63], [64], [69].   
5.2.4. The relation between the research question, literature, methodology and findings 
This research intended to determine factors that affect the reliability of the traction substations at the 
South African Railways, and only one research question was generated from the topic.  The research 
question was phrased as follows: What are the contributory factors towards the unreliability of 
traction substations? 
The objectives of the study were to:  
a. To determine the contributing factors towards substation unreliability through literature review. 
This was achieved through the review of existing engineering systems reliability theory and related 
traction substations literature. Due to some similarities between the traction substations and the 
distribution substations, relevant distribution substation reliability studies were considered during 
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literature buildup (refer to Table 2.3). The data sources have revealed similar traction substations 
unreliability contributory factors to the factors revealed in Chapter 2.  
b. To collect network performance data from Rail Network databases, from systems related 
documentation and data generated through case studies. This objective was achieved through the 
collection of SAP 01 network performance data, two case studies that were coupled with 
telecontrol circuit breaker trip records and traction substations audit findings. The sample 
population was limited to ten traction substation and this list comprised six 3 kV DC traction 
substations and four 25 kV AC traction substations. The collected data were comprised of 
qualitative and quantitative data, which were generated from primary and secondary data 
sources.  
c. To analyze the collected data to answer the research question. This objective was achieved through 
the analysis of data using the “Convergent Parallel Mixed Methods design” which allows for the 
analysis of qualitative and quantitative data. Qualitative data analysis (SAP 01 data) resulted in 
the identification of unreliable contributing factors in Table 5.1. Qualitative data analysis (case 
studies and traction substations audit findings) resulted in the following unreliability contributing 
factors: 
 Case studies yielded the following: Human errors such as inadequate research and 
development processes, Poor quality control, incorrect installation and the commissioning 
procedures; lack of expertise and overvoltage conditions.     
 Traction substations audit findings yielded the following: Old and obsolete equipment; 
preventative maintenance requirements (CPM and RPM); violation of specifications and 
Incorrect installations. 
 The unreliability contributing factors that have been revealed through the analysis of 
qualitative data (case studies and traction substation audits) were also revealed during the 
analysis of quantitative data (SAP 01 data). Therefore, the “Convergent Parallel Mixed 
Methods design” has proven to be effective in answering the research question.  
d. To establish if there are common factors that contribute to the network unreliability between 25 
kV AC and 3 kV DC traction substations. This objective was achieved through the analysis and 
comparison of SAP 01 data. The SAP 01 data source revealed similar traction substations 
unreliability contributing factors and their impact on availability between the DC and AC traction 
substations. These similarities are depicted in Table 5.1. 
The similarities of the unreliability contributory factors between the data sources and also between the 
literature and the analysed data have validated the credibility of the data [86]. In conclusion, the 
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research question has been answered. It must also be noted that the analysis did not reveal new factors 
that contribute to the electrical system unreliability; however, the study has the potential of generating 
knowledge within the South African traction environment. The study may assist in giving Electrical 
Maintenance Managers an awareness of the factors that affect the performance of the traction 
substations and capacitate them to deal with such challenges. According to [96], there is a need to 
generate capacity in developing countries to meet economic needs and one of the methods to capacitate 
maintenance staff is through education. Education stimulates the development of technical skills and 
this capacitate engineering staff to deal with maintenance and design related issues [96].     
5.3. Study limitations 
Most outages that have been recorded on the SAP 01 system only show triggers, but they do no show 
the secondary root causes of such outages. Example, there is a couple of outages which occurred due 
to small components failures, but the SAP 01 data do not reveal what happened before the small 
component could fail. It is not clear if these small components are failing due to electrical overstress 
or human related factors [64]  that could have led to electrical overstress. In order to determine the root 
causes, separate investigations have to be carried out. This presents a challenge as certain conditions 
may have changed, and equipment such as small components may have been thrown away or misplaced 
at the period of conducting the investigations. 
The telecontrol circuit breaker trip records could not be used to fully determine the factors that affect 
the reliability of traction substations without coupling them to another data source. In a typical traction 
substation, all trips should be allocated alarm codes. If such alarm codes are not assigned to the trips, 
the telecontrol data will only show the circuit breaker trips without their trip triggers such as the 
operation of DC earth leakage relay, rectifier over temperature, transformer overcurrent, etc. The 
telecontrol data are classified as quantitative and primary data, but the absence of alarm codes reduces 
the credibility of this useful data. The literature supports the use of alarms and annunciators as they 
assist during fault finding and they assist in reducing downtimes [71].        
In this study, the staff complement versus the workload at various maintenance depots was not 
evaluated. The staff complement is one of the factors that contribute towards the reliability of systems.  
The performance influencing factors were discussed in the literature [60]. Although the human-related 
factors relating to staff complement were not addressed, the data sources are available, and are 
generated during systems audits.  
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5.4. Recommendations 
The following are the recommendations to improve the reliability of traction substations: 
5.4.1. The SAP 01 system requires improvement by ensuring that all outages are recorded together 
with their triggers and the main causes. This may influence the technical staff to perform 
investigations after each prolonged outage.    
5.4.2. The telecontrol circuit breaker trip records/data should be generated together with their 
associated alarm codes. This may improve the credibility of the data, and the data analysis 
process may give a precise performance of each traction substation. Therefore, it is crucial to 
ensure that all alarm codes at each traction substation are wire through to the Electrical Control 
database. 
5.4.3. The case studies revealed that the unreliability at some of the traction substations is as a result 
of human errors. Certain errors occurred as a result of skills limitations in the field of electrical 
protection. It is therefore recommended that the majority of electrical engineers and technicians 
should get exposed to the basic operation of electrical protection systems of the traction 
substations. Knowledge of electrical protection could assist during quality control when 
engineers and technicians are managing projects. 
5.4.4. The failures of small critical components are alarming and such failures require further 
investigations.    
5.4.5. The outages that occur due to utility power failures must be investigated in order to identify the 
utility power failures that are due to the traction substations faults.  
5.4.6. There is a need to fast-track the replacement of traction substations equipment that has been in 
service for over thirty years. Electrical equipment such as traction transformers should be kept 
in good condition as the conditions such as oil leakages may result in the absorption of moisture 
into the transformer tank and this degrades the insulation level of the transformer oil [36]. 
5.5. Future research topics  
This study revealed many shortcomings, and most of them require further research to address the 
operational challenges within the South African Railways environment. The topics that are 
recommended for future studies are the following:   
5.5.1. The reliability analysis of small electrical components used in traction substations.  
5.5.2. Causes of Utility power supply failures and the impact on train services.  
5.5.3. Technical skills requirements needed to address Rail Network performance challenges.  
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APPENDIX A: 3 kV DC TRACTION SUBSTATIONS SAP 01 PERFORMANCE RECORDS. 
 
1. A-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2016). 
   
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning 
Start Time
Malfunctioning 
Start Date
Malfunctioning 
End Time
Malfunctioning 
End Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train 
Delays(Min)
Number of 
delayed trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected 
Equipment or 
Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operat
ed Equipment
Contributing 
factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority 
Description
Q4Jan
201614:21:002016/01/1516:15:002016/01/15
114
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubMain Contact
Telecontrol system failureMinor Breakdown
NoMedium
Q4Jan
201610:58:002016/01/1511:11:002016/01/15
13
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubMain Contact
System fault 
Minor Breakdown
NoMedium
Q4Jan
201614:06:002016/01/2415:36:002016/01/24
90
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubMain Overload Relay
System fault/overloading Minor Breakdown
NoMedium
Q2Aug201616:02:002016/08/1616:42:002016/08/16
40
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubOver temperature Protection
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
NoLow
Q2Sep
201621:13:002016/08/2922:48:002016/08/29
95
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubRectifier overtemperature relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
NoHigh
Q2Sep
201619:19:002016/08/2720:36:002016/08/27
77
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubRectifier over temperature relaySubstandard installation
Minor Breakdown
NoHigh
Q2Sep
201616:30:002016/09/0318:11:002016/09/03
101
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubRectifier over temperature relaySubstandard installation
Minor Breakdown
NoHigh
Q2Sep
201609:49:002016/09/1711:26:002016/09/17
97
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubRectifier over temperature relaySmall component failure
Minor Breakdown
NoLow
Q3Oct201600:35:002016/10/1204:05:002016/10/12
210
0
0
0PCB Spring Drive Mech 
PCB Complete
Unreliable equipment
Minor Breakdown
NoMedium
Q3Oct201621:07:002016/10/1322:35:002016/10/13
88
0
0
0Telecontrol SIS500 Outstation
Top pole bushing
Telecontrol system failureMinor Breakdown
NoMedium
Q3Nov201617:24:002016/11/0718:35:002016/11/07
71
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Environmental conditions Minor Breakdown
NoMedium
Q3Nov201618:42:002016/11/2305:03:002016/11/24
621
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubDC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental conditions Minor Breakdown
NoMedium
Q3Dec201622:06:002016/11/2823:38:002016/11/28
92
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Main Contact
Human error
Minor Breakdown
NoHigh
Q3Dec201612:30:002016/12/0513:27:002016/12/05
57
102
1
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubBattery under voltage relay
Unreliable equipment
Minor Breakdown
NoHigh
Q3Dec201602:29:002016/12/1003:45:002016/12/10
76
202
2
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubDC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental conditions Minor Breakdown
NoHigh
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2. A-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2017). 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning 
Start Time
Malfunctioning 
Start Date
Malfunctioning 
End Time
Malfunctioning 
End Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train 
Delays(Min)
Number of 
delayed trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected 
Equipment or 
Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operat
ed Equipment
Contributing 
factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority 
Description
Q4
Jan
201715:34:002017/01/0316:40:002017/01/03
66
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Main Contact
Environmental conditions 
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Feb
201705:31:002017/01/2908:45:002017/01/29
194
0
0
0PE 3kV Sub
Battery undervoltage relay
Unreliable equipment
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Feb
201720:48:002017/01/2922:26:002017/01/29
98
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Human error
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Feb
201703:41:002017/01/3005:50:002017/01/30
129
0
0
0PCB Spring Drive Mech (Oil)
Tripping Coil
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Feb
201713:14:002017/02/0515:29:002017/02/05
135
0
0
0Rectifier 3 phase/6phase
Over temperature Protection
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Feb
201716:22:002017/02/1219:00:002017/02/12
158
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubDC Earth Leakage relay
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Feb
201715:48:002017/02/1416:19:002017/02/14
31
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubBattery undervoltage relay
Human error
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Mar201707:30:002017/03/1108:31:002017/03/11
61
0
0
0Telecontrol SIS500 Outstation
LMCU
Telecontrol system failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
201718:04:002017/03/2719:09:002017/03/27
65
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubRectifier overtemperature relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
201707:57:002017/04/0108:58:002017/04/01
61
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubRectifier overtemperature relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
201715:28:002017/04/0217:31:002017/04/02
123
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubRectifier overtemperature relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
201718:28:002017/04/0419:56:002017/04/04
88
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Butt Contact
Substandard maintenance Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
201705:24:002017/04/1807:04:002017/04/18
100
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubRectifier overtemperature relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
May201716:34:002017/04/3017:30:002017/04/30
56
0
0
0Telecontrol SIS500 Outstation
LMCU
Telecontrol system failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
May201718:06:002017/05/1421:56:002017/05/14
230
0
0
0Telecontrol SIS500 Outstation
LMCU
Telecontrol system failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Jul
201709:51:002017/07/0211:46:002017/07/02
115
0
0
0Main rectifier transformer
Bucholz relay(on Panel)
Environmental conditions 
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Jul
201704:40:002017/07/1407:10:002017/07/14
150
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubBucholz relay(on Panel)
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Jul
201704:57:002017/07/2306:31:002017/07/23
94
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Holding coil
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Aug
201705:18:002017/07/2807:10:002017/07/28
112
0
0
0Telecontrol SIS500 Outstation
Breaker cell
Telecontrol system failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Nov
201704:49:002017/10/2806:54:002017/10/28
125
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV SubBucholz relay(on Panel)
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Dec
201716:21:002017/12/2121:00:002017/12/21
279
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Human error
Minor Breakdown
No
High
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3. A-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2018). 
 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning 
Start Time
Malfunctioning 
Start Date
Malfunctioning 
End Time
Malfunctioning 
End Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train 
Delays(Min)
Number of 
delayed trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected 
Equipment or 
Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operat
ed Equipment
Contributing 
factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority 
Description
Q4Jan
201822:02:002018/01/0600:04:002018/01/07
122
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Environmental conditions Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q4Mar201817:29:002018/02/2719:37:002018/02/27
128
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q1Jun
201803:50:002018/06/1904:59:002018/06/19
69
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Human error
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q1Jun
201819:10:002018/06/2222:00:002018/06/22
170
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Utility Power Failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q1Jun
201815:09:002018/06/2516:04:002018/06/25
55
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Complete assembly
Substandard installation
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Jul
201821:14:002018/07/0422:51:002018/07/04
97
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
System fault
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Jul
201802:29:002018/07/1203:50:002018/07/12
81
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Human error
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Jul
201801:38:002018/07/1403:05:002018/07/14
87
294
3
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Telecontrol system failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Aug201801:32:002018/07/2903:39:002018/07/29
127
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Substandard installation
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Aug201819:24:002018/07/2921:06:002018/07/29
102
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Main Overload Relay
Substandard installation
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Aug201804:35:002018/08/1206:04:002018/08/12
89
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Substandard installation
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Aug201800:19:002018/08/2501:33:002018/08/25
74
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Substandard maintenance Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Sep201822:32:002018/09/1700:21:002018/09/18
109
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV Sub
Main Overload Relay
Substandard installation
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Oct201800:38:002018/09/2803:10:002018/09/28
152
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Telecontrol system failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Oct201821:29:002018/10/0522:37:002018/10/05
68
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Telecontrol system failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q3Oct201813:05:002018/10/1314:15:002018/10/13
70
0
0
0Protection Equipment-3kV Sub
Complete assembly
Environmental conditions Minor BreakdownNoHigh
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4. B-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2016). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of cancelled 
trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4Jan201616:57:002016/01/0718:46:002016/01/07
109
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Transformer complete
Environmental conditions
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Jan201617:06:002016/01/1419:33:002016/01/14
147
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerClosing coil
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Jan201606:45:002016/01/2408:44:002016/01/24
119
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Breaker cell
Telecontrol system failureMinor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Mar201620:59:002016/03/0123:08:002016/03/01
129
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerOil Temperature relay(On Panel)Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Mar201608:00:002016/03/0116:40:002016/03/01
520
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Complete remote operation
Telecontrol system failureMinor BreakdownNoLow
Q2Aug201609:52:002016/08/2212:14:002016/08/22
142
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Complete remote operation
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q3Nov201615:07:002016/11/0116:20:002016/11/01
73
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerComplete assembly
Substandard maintenance Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Nov201620:09:002016/11/0323:00:002016/11/03
171
0
0
0Current transformer 
Current transformer assembly 
End of life cycle
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q3Nov201619:47:002016/11/1920:55:002016/11/19
68
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerTripping device
Environmental conditions
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Nov201614:11:002016/11/1915:14:002016/11/19
63
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerDC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental conditions
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Nov201610:14:002016/11/2417:30:002016/11/24
436
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Instrument Card
Environmental conditions
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Dec201614:08:002016/12/0517:24:002016/12/05
196
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Dec201600:15:002016/12/1004:40:002016/12/10
265
0
0
0Protection Equipment
AC Earth Leakage Relay
Human error
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
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5. B-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2017). 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of cancelled 
trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4
Feb
2017
16:38:00
2017/01/31
19:00:00
2017/01/31
142
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Closing contactor
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Mar
2017
17:48:00
2017/03/04
21:30:00
2017/03/04
222
50
3
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental conditions
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Mar
2017
13:46:00
2017/03/15
14:19:00
2017/03/15
33
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
2017
14:49:00
2017/04/08
16:18:00
2017/04/08
89
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
2017
18:31:00
2017/04/10
20:00:00
2017/04/10
89
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
2017
15:16:00
2017/04/16
16:04:00
2017/04/16
48
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
2017
22:42:00
2017/04/18
00:10:00
2017/04/19
88
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
PSU
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
2017
05:40:00
2017/04/25
08:00:00
2017/04/25
140
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
May
2017
16:35:00
2017/04/27
18:06:00
2017/04/27
91
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Jul
2017
10:41:00
2017/06/28
18:10:00
2017/06/28
449
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Aug
2017
16:06:00
2017/08/21
17:41:00
2017/08/21
95
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Sep
2017
10:52:00
2017/09/20
11:30:00
2017/09/20
38
0
0
0Rectifier
Diode
End of life cycle
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Sep
2017
17:37:00
2017/09/21
18:38:00
2017/09/21
61
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Rectifier fan failure relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Sep
2017
03:52:00
2017/09/21
04:49:00
2017/09/21
57
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Rectifier over temperature relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Nov
2017
16:24:00
2017/11/15
17:26:00
2017/11/15
62
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental conditions
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Nov
2017
01:03:00
2017/11/15
02:30:00
2017/11/15
87
0
0
0Protection Equipment
3kV DC Under voltage
Environmental conditions
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Dec
2017
19:25:00
2017/11/30
20:58:00
2017/11/30
93
155
2
0Primary Circuit Breaker
DC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental conditions
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Dec
2017
02:00:00
2017/12/01
03:25:00
2017/12/01
85
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental conditions
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Dec
2017
02:33:00
2017/12/02
03:43:00
2017/12/02
70
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Dec
2017
19:57:00
2017/12/03
23:15:00
2017/12/03
198
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
Tripping device
Environmental conditions
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Dec
2017
14:51:00
2017/12/11
16:22:00
2017/12/11
91
0
0
0Transformer
Tripping device
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Dec
2017
17:26:00
2017/12/11
18:25:00
2017/12/11
59
0
0
0Transformer
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard maintenance 
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Dec
2017
20:58:00
2017/12/23
23:00:00
2017/12/23
122
197
3
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard maintenance 
Minor Breakdown
No
High
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6. B-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2018). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of cancelled 
trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4Jan
201817:11:002017/12/3018:36:002017/12/30
85
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental conditionsMinor BreakdownNoHigh
Q4Jan
201800:30:002018/01/1902:08:002018/01/19
98
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental conditionsMinor BreakdownNoHigh
Q4Jan
201815:10:002018/01/2416:45:002018/01/24
95
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental conditionsMinor BreakdownNoHigh
Q4Jan
201820:33:002018/01/2523:07:002018/01/25
154
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Under voltage protection
Utility Power Failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q1May201805:45:002018/05/0806:49:002018/05/08
64
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Jul
201807:27:002018/07/1508:40:002018/07/15
73
0
0
0Disconnects
Inter Locking Protection
Utility Power Failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Jul
201806:07:002018/07/2207:37:002018/07/22
90
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Aug201821:44:002018/07/2922:53:002018/07/29
69
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Aug201803:21:002018/08/0205:05:002018/08/02
104
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerTripping device
Human error
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Aug201800:20:002018/08/1604:25:002018/08/16
245
0
0
0Disconnects
Disconnect complete
End of life cycle
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Sep
201810:41:002018/09/0111:26:002018/09/01
45
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
System fault
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Sep
201816:54:002018/08/3117:42:002018/08/31
48
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerMain Contact
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
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7. C-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2016). 
 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning 
Start Time
Malfunctioning 
Start Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected 
Equipment or 
Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4
Jan
2016
17:32:00
2016/01/20
18:37:00
2016/01/20
65
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Lightning Arrestor
Environmental conditions 
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Jan
2016
23:49:00
2016/01/20
00:59:00
2016/01/21
70
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Thermal Overload Relay
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Mar
2016
01:40:00
2016/03/23
02:32:00
2016/03/23
52
0
0
0Protection Equipment
3kV DC Under voltage
System fault/overloading 
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
2016
00:02:00
2016/04/02
01:21:00
2016/04/02
79
35
1
1Battery Charger
Battery charger
Unreliable equipment
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
2016
19:00:00
2016/04/08
20:04:00
2016/04/08
64
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery charger
Substandard maintenance Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
2016
20:58:00
2016/04/24
22:11:00
2016/04/24
73
90
3
3Protection Equipment
Battery under voltage relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
May
2016
10:08:00
2016/05/07
11:04:00
2016/05/07
56
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Battery charger
Environmental conditions 
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
May
2016
07:21:00
2016/05/08
08:09:00
2016/05/08
48
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Closing Spring
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
May
2016
09:57:00
2016/05/08
10:36:00
2016/05/08
39
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Closing Spring
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
May
2016
03:17:00
2016/05/19
03:59:00
2016/05/19
42
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery charger
Unreliable equipment
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Jun
2016
05:00:00
2016/06/06
05:52:00
2016/06/06
52
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Jul
2016
18:20:00
2016/07/06
19:23:00
2016/07/06
63
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC E/L Relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Aug
2016
06:39:00
2016/07/26
07:31:00
2016/07/26
52
0
0
0Circuit Breaker
DC E/L Relay
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
Low
Q2
Aug
2016
19:00:00
2016/07/30
19:42:00
2016/07/30
42
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Theft
Major Breakdown
YesMedium
Q2
Sep
2016
05:50:00
2016/09/16
08:00:00
2016/09/16
130
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier attenuation fuse
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
Low
Q3
Oct
2016
16:48:00
2016/10/20
17:33:00
2016/10/20
45
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Control Circuit
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Nov
2016
00:03:00
2016/11/11
01:56:00
2016/11/11
113
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Nov
2016
17:57:00
2016/11/14
19:05:00
2016/11/14
68
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Dec
2016
19:56:00
2016/12/04
22:13:00
2016/12/04
137
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Dec
2016
23:27:00
2016/12/05
01:45:00
2016/12/06
138
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Dec
2016
22:45:00
2016/12/06
23:30:00
2016/12/07
1485
125
1
0Protection Equipment
3kV DC Under voltage
System fault/overloading 
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Dec
2016
19:51:00
2016/12/19
21:03:00
2016/12/19
72
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
DC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental conditions 
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
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8. C-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2017). 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning 
Start Time
Malfunctioning 
Start Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected 
Equipment or 
Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4
Jan
2017
17:55:00
2017/01/25
20:00:00
2017/01/25
125
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
H/C contactor
Environmental  conditions Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Feb
2017
17:41:00
2017/01/29
19:00:00
2017/01/29
79
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Mar
2017
07:23:00
2017/02/26
08:29:00
2017/02/26
66
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
Flag Relay, DC E/L
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Mar
2017
14:21:00
2017/03/02
15:16:00
2017/03/02
55
30
1
0Telecontrol Out station
DC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental  conditions Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Mar
2017
08:38:00
2017/03/14
10:31:00
2017/03/14
113
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Mar
2017
15:34:00
2017/03/17
16:28:00
2017/03/17
54
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
2017
18:58:00
2017/04/10
21:03:00
2017/04/10
125
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental  conditions Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
May
2017
18:44:00
2017/05/15
20:10:00
2017/05/15
86
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Tripping Coil
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Jun
2017
07:32:00
2017/06/16
11:32:00
2017/06/16
240
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
PSU
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Jul
2017
19:51:00
2017/07/01
21:25:00
2017/07/01
94
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Jul
2017
03:21:00
2017/06/30
04:42:00
2017/06/30
81
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
DC Earth Leakage relay
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Sep
2017
02:40:00
2017/09/22
03:55:00
2017/09/22
75
0
0
0Outdoor Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard maintenance Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
2017
16:09:00
2017/10/09
17:22:00
2017/10/09
73
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
DC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental  conditions Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
2017
18:16:00
2017/10/17
19:00:00
2017/10/17
44
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Nov
2017
04:43:00
2017/10/28
06:29:00
2017/10/28
106
66
1
8Rectifier
DC Earth Leakage relay
Theft
Major Breakdown
YesHigh
Q3
Nov
2017
21:13:00
2017/11/07
22:24:00
2017/11/07
71
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Theft
Major Breakdown
YesHigh
Q3
Nov
2017
23:13:00
2017/11/13
00:13:00
2017/11/14
60
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
DC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental  conditions Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Nov
2017
23:35:00
2017/11/14
00:57:00
2017/11/15
82
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental  conditions Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Nov
2017
20:52:00
2017/11/16
22:21:00
2017/11/16
89
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Theft
Major Breakdown
YesMedium
Q3
Nov
2017
22:49:00
2017/11/21
00:03:00
2017/11/22
74
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
DC Earth Leakage relay
Theft
Major Breakdown
YesHigh
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9. C-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2018). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning 
Start Time
Malfunctioning 
Start Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected 
Equipment or 
Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4
Jan
201812:59:002018/01/0613:42:002018/01/06
43
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
DC Earth Leakage relay
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Jan
201815:12:002018/01/0915:45:002018/01/09
33
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Truck rack-in Mechanism
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Jan
201816:38:002018/01/1717:14:002018/01/17
36
0
0
0LT Panel Indoor
DC Earth Leakage relay
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Jan
201815:25:002018/01/2516:02:002018/01/25
37
0
0
0LT Panel Indoor
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Feb
201814:53:002018/02/0419:34:002018/02/04
281
0
0
0LT Panel Indoor
DC Earth Leakage relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Feb
201813:44:002018/02/1014:35:002018/02/10
51
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
DC Earth Leakage relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Feb
201817:04:002018/02/1219:46:002018/02/12
162
0
0
0LT Panel Indoor
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Feb
201814:13:002018/02/1316:56:002018/02/13
163
0
0
0LT Panel Indoor
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard maintenance Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
201800:58:002018/04/0302:01:002018/04/03
63
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
DC Earth Leakage relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
201816:48:002018/04/1317:37:002018/04/13
49
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
DC Earth Leakage relay
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
201802:59:002018/04/1604:26:002018/04/16
87
0
0
0LT Panel Indoor
RC Circuit resistance
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
May201807:28:002018/04/3008:05:002018/04/30
37
0
0
0LT Panel Indoor
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard maintenance Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
May201823:37:002018/05/0700:55:002018/05/08
78
0
0
0LT Panel Indoor
DC Earth Leakage relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
May201819:47:002018/05/1420:26:002018/05/14
39
0
0
0LT Panel Indoor
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard maintenance Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Jun
201819:15:002018/05/2920:29:002018/05/29
74
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Jun
201820:32:002018/06/1222:53:002018/06/12
141
25
1
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Shock absorber
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Jun
201817:16:002018/06/1118:00:002018/06/11
44
44
1
0LT Panel Indoor
DC Earth Leakage relay
Human error
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Jul
201800:00:002018/07/0601:30:002018/07/06
90135
2
0LT Panel Indoor
DC Earth Leakage relay
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Aug
201815:26:002018/07/2816:50:002018/07/28
84
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
DC Earth Leakage relay
Human error
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
201810:12:002018/10/1415:45:002018/10/14
333
0
0
0LT Panel Indoor
Complete Assembly 
Environmental conditions 
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
99 
 
10. D-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2016). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning 
Start Time
Malfunctioning 
Start Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected 
Equipment or 
Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing 
factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q2Aug201619:39:002016/07/3020:16:002016/07/30
37
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerTripping device
Unreliable equipment
Minor BreakdownNoLow
Q2Sep201613:21:002016/09/1014:55:002016/09/10
94
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Rectifier fan failure relay
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Dec201623:14:002016/11/2800:01:002016/11/29
47
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Voltmeter
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Dec201608:41:002016/11/3010:59:002016/11/30
138
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Shock Absorber
Unreliable equipment
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q3Dec201621:14:002016/12/1221:57:002016/12/12
43
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Main Overload Relay
Environmental conditions Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q3Dec201618:13:002016/12/1421:30:002016/12/14
197
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Dec201614:02:002016/12/1614:56:002016/12/16
54
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerComplete assembly 
Substandard maintenanceMinor BreakdownNoHigh
100 
 
11. D-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2017). 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4
Jan
201704:51:002017/01/1708:00:002017/01/17
189
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Main Overload Relay
Environmental conditions 
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
201716:21:002017/04/0617:17:002017/04/06
56
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Main Overload Relay
Environmental conditions 
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
May201715:32:002017/05/1316:57:002017/05/13
85
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Rectifier fan failure relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
May201704:12:002017/05/1705:17:002017/05/17
65
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Rectifier fan failure relay
Substandard maintenance Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Sep
201720:21:002017/08/2722:03:002017/08/27
102
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Digital Modem
Telecontrol system failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Sep
201715:33:002017/09/2016:41:002017/09/20
68
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Telecontrol system failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Oct
201716:38:002017/10/0120:53:002017/10/01
255
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Telecontrol system failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Oct
201720:45:002017/10/0122:05:002017/10/01
80
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Tripping device
Telecontrol system failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
201717:15:002017/10/0619:44:002017/10/06
149
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Holding coil
Telecontrol system failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
201706:42:002017/10/0508:13:002017/10/05
91
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Tripping device
Environmental conditions 
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
201710:59:002017/10/0712:05:002017/10/07
66
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Butt Contact
Non standard installation 
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Oct
201704:18:002017/10/0705:53:002017/10/07
95
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Tripping device
Environmental conditions 
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
201713:23:002017/10/0715:28:002017/10/07
125
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Tripping device
Environmental conditions 
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Oct
201723:52:002017/10/1901:05:002017/10/20
73
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
201719:19:002017/10/2119:56:002017/10/21
37
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Rectifier fan failure relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
201705:11:002017/10/2206:41:002017/10/22
90
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Rectifier fan failure relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Dec
201720:17:002017/12/0221:03:002017/12/02
46
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
Tripping device
Non standard installation 
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Dec
201715:33:002017/12/1121:32:002017/12/11
359
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Battery undervoltage relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
101 
 
12. D-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2018). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning 
Start Time
Malfunctioning 
Start Date
Malfunctioning 
End Time
Malfunctioning 
End Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of 
delayed trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected 
Equipment or 
Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operate
d Equipment
Contributing 
factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority 
Description
Q4Jan201816:09:002017/12/2717:38:002017/12/27
89
0
0
0Protection Equipment
DC Earth Leakage relay
Environmental conditions Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q4Jan201820:40:002018/01/0721:18:002018/01/07
38
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Main Overload Relay
Substandard design
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Mar201817:45:002018/03/1220:30:002018/03/12
165
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Mar201818:27:002018/03/1320:52:002018/03/13
145
0
0
0Transformer
Transformer complete
Environmental conditions Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q4Mar201817:56:002018/03/1419:12:002018/03/14
76
0
0
0Transformer
Transformer complete
Environmental conditions Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Mar201802:04:002018/03/1600:00:000000/00/0074755.98333
0
0
0Rectifier
Pole Faces
Environmental conditions Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q4Mar201818:00:002018/03/2020:38:002018/03/20
158
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
ON/OFF Switch
Environmental conditions Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Mar201802:55:132018/03/2204:45:002018/03/22109.7833333
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Cooling fan
Environmental conditions Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q1Apr201812:06:002018/04/0215:30:002018/04/02
204
0
0
0Protection Equipment
RC Circuit resistance
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q1Apr201805:15:002018/04/0307:15:002018/04/03
120
0
0
0Protection Equipment
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q1Apr201819:41:002018/04/2421:42:002018/04/24
121
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Jul201805:26:002018/06/2807:50:002018/06/28
144
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
ON/OFF Switch
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Aug201806:59:002018/08/1209:17:002018/08/12
138
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Aug201809:47:002018/08/1610:46:002018/08/16
59
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerTripping device
System fault
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Oct201818:39:002018/10/1321:25:002018/10/13
166
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
Flag Relay, Main OverloadSubstandard design
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
102 
 
13. E-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2016). 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4
M
ar
2016
19:23:00
2016/03/01
16:00:00
2016/03/02
1237
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Breaker m
ain contact
Utility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q4
M
ar
2016
06:33:00
2016/03/12
07:35:00
2016/03/12
62
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Substation batteries
Unreliable equipm
ent
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q4
M
ar
2016
19:04:00
2016/03/12
20:30:00
2016/03/12
86
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
M
ain Overload Relay
Substandard design
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q4
M
ar
2016
16:59:00
2016/03/15
17:50:00
2016/03/15
51
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Over tem
perature Protection
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q4
M
ar
2016
21:31:00
2016/03/16
23:30:00
2016/03/16
119
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Rectifier overtem
perature relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q4
M
ar
2016
16:23:00
2016/03/24
20:10:00
2016/03/24
227
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier over tem
perature relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q1
Apr
2016
02:59:00
2016/04/19
04:00:00
2016/04/19
61
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier over tem
perature relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q1
Apr
2016
15:45:00
2016/04/22
17:45:00
2016/04/22
120
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier over tem
perature relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q1
Apr
2016
14:54:00
2016/04/23
16:15:00
2016/04/23
81
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
PCB Com
plete
Substandard design
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q1
M
ay
2016
13:51:00
2016/05/03
16:32:00
2016/05/03
161
0
0
0
High Speed Circuit Breaker
Top pole bushing
Hum
an error
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q1
M
ay
2016
03:25:00
2016/05/10
05:40:00
2016/05/10
135
0
0
0
High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
End of life cycle
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
Low
Q1
Jun
2016
18:15:00
2016/06/20
19:56:00
2016/06/20
101
0
0
0
Telecontrol Out station
DC Earth Leakage relay
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q2
Jul
2016
08:31:00
2016/06/29
09:20:00
2016/06/29
49
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
M
ain Contact
Hum
an error
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q2
Jul
2016
12:47:00
2016/07/16
14:08:00
2016/07/16
81
0
0
0
High Speed Circuit Breaker
Battery under voltage relay
Substandard m
aintenance 
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q2
Aug
2016
06:41:00
2016/07/27
09:25:00
2016/07/27
164
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q2
Sep
2016
14:31:00
2016/08/30
15:10:00
2016/08/30
39
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
M
ain Contact
Utility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q3
Oct
2016
23:24:00
2016/10/08
00:21:00
2016/10/09
57
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Battery undervoltage relay
Unreliable equipm
ent
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q3
Nov
2016
22:24:00
2016/10/26
00:10:00
2016/10/27
106
0
0
0
Rectifier
Tripping device
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q3
Nov
2016
18:45:00
2016/11/02
22:14:00
2016/11/02
209
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Tripping Coil
Utility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q3
Nov
2016
01:14:00
2016/11/11
06:07:00
2016/11/11
293
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Over tem
perature Protection
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q3
Nov
2016
22:48:00
2016/11/11
00:15:00
2016/11/12
87
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard m
aintenance 
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q3
Nov
2016
20:27:00
2016/11/17
22:10:00
2016/11/17
103
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Battery undervoltage relay
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q3
Nov
2016
04:34:00
2016/11/23
06:15:00
2016/11/23
101
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
LM
CU
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q3
Dec
2016
18:20:00
2016/11/26
20:05:00
2016/11/26
105
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier overtem
perature relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
High
Q3
Dec
2016
21:23:00
2016/11/30
23:30:00
2016/11/30
127
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Rectifier overtem
perature relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q3
Dec
2016
10:48:00
2016/12/01
12:33:00
2016/12/01
105
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Rectifier overtem
perature relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
High
Q3
Dec
2016
19:05:00
2016/12/11
21:13:00
2016/12/11
128
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Butt Contact
Substandard m
aintenance 
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
M
edium
Q3
Dec
2016
14:24:00
2016/12/23
15:48:00
2016/12/23
84
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier overtem
perature relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
No
High
103 
 
14. E-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2017). 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q
4
Jan
2017
16:13:00
2017/01/21
17:33:00
2017/01/21
80
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
M
ain Contact
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
4
Jan
2017
06:06:00
2017/01/22
07:36:00
2017/01/22
90
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
M
ain Contact
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
4
Feb
2017
09:15:00
2017/01/28
10:59:00
2017/01/28
104
0
0
0
High Speed Circuit Breaker
M
ain O
verload Relay
System
 fault/overloading 
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
High
Q
4
Feb
2017
19:04:00
2017/01/29
20:25:00
2017/01/29
81
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
O
ver tem
perature Protection
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
High
Q
4
Feb
2017
17:08:00
2017/02/09
19:14:00
2017/02/09
126
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier overtem
perature relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
High
Q
4
Feb
2017
15:04:00
2017/02/10
15:43:00
2017/02/10
39
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier over tem
perature relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
4
M
ar
2017
10:26:00
2017/03/08
11:29:00
2017/03/08
63
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier over tem
perature relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
High
Q
1
Apr
2017
21:10:00
2017/04/06
00:24:00
2017/04/07
194
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Rectifier over tem
perature relay
Utility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
1
Apr
2017
19:27:00
2017/04/10
20:48:00
2017/04/10
81
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
PCB Com
plete
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
1
M
ay
2017
09:01:00
2017/05/13
09:57:00
2017/05/13
56
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Top pole bushing
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
1
Jun
2017
17:14:00
2017/06/01
20:42:00
2017/06/01
208
0
0
0
High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Hum
an error
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
High
Q
2
Jul
2017
16:50:00
2017/06/29
19:13:00
2017/06/29
143
0
0
0
High Speed Circuit Breaker
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
2
Jul
2017
04:22:00
2017/07/07
06:30:00
2017/07/07
128
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
M
ain Contact
Substandard design
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
High
Q
2
Jul
2017
17:23:00
2017/07/15
08:06:00
2017/07/16
883
0
0
0
Telecontrol O
ut station
Battery under voltage relay
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
2
Aug
2017
18:58:00
2017/08/24
20:20:00
2017/08/24
82
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
DC Earth Leakage relay
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
2
Sep
2017
01:56:00
2017/08/26
03:33:00
2017/08/26
97
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
M
ain Contact
Substandard design
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
2
Sep
2017
15:13:00
2017/08/31
18:00:00
2017/08/31
167
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Battery undervoltage relay
Unreliable equipm
ent
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
2
Sep
2017
20:00:00
2017/09/09
21:15:00
2017/09/09
75
0
0
0
Transform
er
Tripping device
Substandard design
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
2
Sep
2017
04:21:00
2017/09/25
07:26:00
2017/09/25
185
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Tripping Coil
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
3
O
ct
2017
02:20:00
2017/10/01
10:27:00
2017/10/01
487
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
O
ver tem
perature Protection
Substandard installation
M
ajor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
3
O
ct
2017
22:30:00
2017/10/19
01:33:00
2017/10/20
183
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
DC Earth Leakage relay
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
3
O
ct
2017
12:13:00
2017/10/22
13:04:00
2017/10/22
51
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Battery undervoltage relay
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
3
O
ct
2017
16:07:00
2017/10/24
18:39:00
2017/10/24
152
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
LM
CU
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
3
O
ct
2017
01:15:00
2017/10/25
02:29:00
2017/10/25
74
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Rectifier overtem
perature relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
3
N
ov
2017
17:43:00
2017/10/29
18:46:00
2017/10/29
63
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier overtem
perature relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
3
N
ov
2017
15:00:00
2017/10/28
17:35:00
2017/10/28
155
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier overtem
perature relay
Substandard installation
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
3
N
ov
2017
16:32:00
2017/11/03
18:10:00
2017/11/03
98
0
0
0
Transform
er
Butt Contact
Substandard m
aintenance 
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
High
Q
3
Dec
2017
13:56:00
2017/12/02
17:56:00
2017/12/02
240
0
0
0
High Speed Circuit Breaker
Rectifier overtem
perature relay
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
3
Dec
2017
23:36:00
2017/12/03
05:30:00
2017/12/04
354
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
LM
CU
Environm
ental conditions
M
ajor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
3
Dec
2017
14:47:00
2017/12/08
16:03:00
2017/12/08
76
0
0
0
Transform
er
LM
CU
Unreliable equipm
ent
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
3
Dec
2017
14:34:00
2017/12/12
15:20:00
2017/12/12
46
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Bucholz relay(on Panel)
System
 fault
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
Q
3
Dec
2017
13:40:00
2017/12/20
19:00:00
2017/12/20
320
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Bucholz relay(on Panel)
System
 fault
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
M
edium
104 
 
15. E-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2018). 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4Jan
201819:56:002018/01/0521:07:002018/01/05
71
0
0
0Battery Charger
Main Contact
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q4Jan
201803:33:002018/01/2409:00:002018/01/24
327
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Main Contact
Telecontrol system failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Feb201815:50:002018/02/1018:14:002018/02/10
144
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Main Overload Relay
Environmental conditions
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Feb201811:01:002018/02/1915:04:002018/02/19
243
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Over temperature Protection
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Mar201818:57:002018/03/1523:07:002018/03/15
250
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier overtemperature relay
Substandard installation
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q1Apr201818:40:002018/04/0719:54:002018/04/07
74
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerRectifier over temperature relay
System fault
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q1Apr201805:35:002018/04/2305:40:002018/04/23
5
0
0
0Battery Charger
Rectifier over temperature relay
Non standard installation Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q1Jun
201805:30:002018/06/0610:10:002018/06/06
280
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier over temperature relay
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q1Jun
201816:31:002018/06/0518:58:002018/06/05
147
0
0
0Transformer
PCB Complete
Human error
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q1Jun
201802:07:002018/06/1903:10:002018/06/19
63
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Main Overload Relay
substandard design
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Jul
201805:53:002018/07/1507:58:002018/07/15
125
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q3Oct201804:58:002018/10/1307:51:002018/10/13
173
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerDC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard installation
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
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16. F-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2016-2017). 
 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4Feb201613:16:002016/02/2115:55:002016/02/21
159
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Transtel Cable
Human error
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Mar201603:37:002016/02/2804:31:002016/02/28
54
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Tripping device
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Mar201621:23:002016/02/2922:21:002016/02/29
58
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Transtel Cable
System fault
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Aug201613:52:002016/07/2615:30:002016/07/26
98
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerComplete assembly
Environmental conditions
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q3Oct201617:28:002016/10/1418:40:002016/10/14
72
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Control Circuit Mechanism
Equipment fatigue 
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q3Oct201617:50:002016/10/2122:34:002016/10/21
284
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
PCB Complete
Utility Power Failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q3Dec201607:51:002016/12/1008:35:002016/12/10
44
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Flag Relay, Main O/L
Telecontrol system failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q3Dec201615:20:002016/12/2416:20:002016/12/24
60
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Telecontrol system failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Feb201719:11:002017/02/2520:07:002017/02/25
56
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
Flag Relay, Rect. Fan Fail.
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q4Mar201708:05:002017/03/2509:30:002017/03/25
85
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Bucholtz relay
Equipment failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Aug201723:50:002017/07/3101:14:002017/08/01
84
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerTripping device
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Aug201705:21:002017/08/1206:40:002017/08/12
79
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerTripping device
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Aug201716:50:002017/08/1917:42:002017/08/19
52
0
0
0High Speed Circuit BreakerClosing coil
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Sep201716:06:002017/08/2716:55:002017/08/27
49135
4
0High Speed Circuit BreakerTripping device
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Oct201709:43:002017/10/1010:00:002017/10/10
17
0
0
0Outdoor switch structure
3kV Outdoor Equipment complete
Environmental conditions
Major BreakdownNoMedium
Q3Dec201719:00:002017/12/2521:00:002017/12/25
120115
2
0High Speed Circuit BreakerClosing coil
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
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17. F-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2018). 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4
Jan
2018
18:08:00
2017/12/30
18:40:00
2017/12/30
32
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Main Contact
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Jan
2018
17:39:00
2018/01/01
18:29:00
2018/01/01
50
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Main Contact
Environmental conditions
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Jan
2018
22:50:00
2018/01/01
23:46:00
2018/01/01
56
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Main Overload Relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Feb
2018
07:00:00
2018/02/04
08:12:00
2018/02/04
72
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
Over temperature Protection
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Feb
2018
18:32:00
2018/02/02
20:00:00
2018/02/02
88
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Rectifier over temperature relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Feb
2018
16:52:00
2018/02/19
18:13:00
2018/02/19
81
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier over temperature relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Mar2018
05:03:00
2018/03/03
06:02:00
2018/03/03
59
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier over temperature relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Mar2018
19:21:00
2018/03/05
20:11:00
2018/03/05
50
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier over temperature relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Mar2018
08:10:00
2018/03/21
15:42:00
2018/03/21
452
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
PCB Complete
Theft
Minor Breakdown
YesMedium
Q1
Apr
2018
16:26:00
2018/04/09
21:01:00
2018/04/09
275
0
0
0OHTE
Top pole bushing
Telecontrol system failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
2018
14:43:00
2018/04/12
15:05:00
2018/04/12
22
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Tripping device
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
2018
13:53:00
2018/04/15
15:02:00
2018/04/15
69
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
DC Earth Leakage relay
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
May2018
16:28:00
2018/05/16
16:58:00
2018/05/16
30
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Main Contact
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
May2018
18:13:00
2018/05/18
19:31:00
2018/05/18
78
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Battery under voltage relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Jun
2018
18:46:00
2018/06/02
20:24:00
2018/06/02
98
0
0
0Rectifier
DC Earth Leakage relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Jun
2018
18:32:00
2018/06/06
19:11:00
2018/06/06
39
0
0
0High Speed Circuit Breaker
Main Contact
Substandard maintenance Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Jun
2018
18:59:00
2018/06/10
20:02:00
2018/06/10
63
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Rectifier
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Jun
2018
03:00:00
2018/06/11
08:20:00
2018/06/11
320
0
0
0Rectifier
Tripping device
Sabotage 
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Jun
2018
20:53:00
2018/06/11
21:45:00
2018/06/11
52
0
0
0Rectifier
Tripping Coil
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Aug
2018
18:07:00
2018/08/08
19:13:00
2018/08/08
66
0
0
0Circuit Breaker
Over temperature Protection
Telecontrol system failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Sep
2018
16:12:00
2018/09/17
17:00:00
2018/09/17
48
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Phase fail relay
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
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APPENDIX B: 25 kV AC TRACTION SUBSTATIONS SAP 01 PERFORMANCE RECORDS. 
 
1. G-Traction substation SAP 01 records (2016-2018). 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q1
Apr
201620:02:002016/03/3122:15:002016/03/31
133
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Closing Spring
Local overvoltage input
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Jun
201617:00:002016/06/0918:13:002016/06/09
73
0
0
0Protection Equipment
PCB Complete
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Jun
201622:30:002016/06/1023:13:002016/06/10
43
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Electronic Closing relay
Local overvoltage input
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Jul
201618:11:002016/07/1719:40:002016/07/17
89
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
Closing Solenoid
Local overvoltage input
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Sep
201623:15:002016/09/1402:39:002016/09/15
204
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
Closing Solenoid
Local overvoltage input
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Sep
201622:17:002016/09/1501:13:002016/09/16
176
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
Closing Solenoid
Local overvoltage input
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
201617:39:002016/10/0720:02:002016/10/07
143
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
Closing Solenoid
Local overvoltage input
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Nov
201622:02:002016/11/0502:30:002016/11/06
268
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
Closing Solenoid
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Nov
201600:54:002016/11/1403:30:002016/11/14
156
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Nov
201620:48:002016/11/2401:00:002016/11/25
252
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery charger
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Jan
201710:09:002017/01/0716:23:002017/01/07
374
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery charger
Substandard design
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Jan
201713:24:002017/01/1014:30:002017/01/10
66
0
0
0Protection Equipment
CAG Restricted earth Fault Relay
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
201721:35:002017/04/2201:28:002017/04/23
233
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
Closing Spring
Local overvoltage input
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
201723:13:002017/04/2112:01:002017/04/22
768
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
Closing Spring
Local overvoltage input
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
May201723:13:002017/05/0415:00:002017/05/05
947
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
AC Disconnects
Local overvoltage input
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Jun
201711:43:002017/06/0614:51:002017/06/06
188
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
Main Isolator
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Sep
201817:03:002018/09/0420:10:002018/09/04
187
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
Closing  Solenoid
Local overvoltage input
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Sep
201814:35:002018/09/1015:54:002018/09/10
79
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery charger
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Oct
201809:07:002018/10/2412:56:002018/10/24
229
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
Miniature Circuit Breaker 
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
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2. H-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2016). 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q1Apr201604:40:402016/03/2806:50:312016/03/28
129.85
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Sep201617:45:262016/09/0519:05:512016/09/05
80.41666667
0
0
0Low Voltage Cable
HRC Fuse Switch Combination
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Sep201617:35:442016/09/0719:15:002016/09/07
99.26666667
0
0
0Circuit Breaker
Mechanical Operating Mechanism
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Sep201614:55:452016/09/2216:37:292016/09/22
101.7333333
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit BreakerClosing  Solenoid
OHTE Fault
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Sep201607:30:442016/09/2516:30:002016/09/26
1979.266667
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit BreakerClosing  Solenoid
Equipment fatigue
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Oct201615:00:022016/10/1716:04:042016/10/17
64.03333333
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit BreakerOpening Solenoid
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Oct201606:49:552016/10/2208:46:162016/10/22
116.35
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit BreakerClosing  Solenoid
Equipment fatigue
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Oct201615:56:272016/10/2417:47:382016/10/24
111.1833333
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit BreakerClosing  Solenoid
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Nov201617:06:082016/11/0619:11:462016/11/06
125.6333333
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit BreakerClosing  Solenoid
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Nov201623:39:492016/11/1205:15:122016/11/13
335.3833333
94
2
0Primary Circuit BreakerPCB Complete
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Nov201606:40:332016/11/1914:20:002016/11/19
459.45
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Equipment failure 
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Dec201617:47:102016/12/2119:59:002016/12/21
131.8333333
0
0
0Low Voltage Cable
Miniature Circuit Breaker
Environmental conditionsMinor BreakdownNoHigh
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3. H-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2017). 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4Jan
201704:02:162017/01/2405:24:552017/01/24
82.65
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Lockout Relay
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q4Mar201716:17:112017/03/1717:45:192017/03/17
88.13333
0
0
0Battery Charger
Closing  Solenoid
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q4Mar201719:24:142017/03/2320:54:112017/03/23
89.95
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery charger
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q1Apr201711:17:252017/03/2812:36:372017/03/28
79.2
0
0
0Switch structure
Operating Mechanism
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q1Apr201721:53:302017/04/1222:58:212017/04/12
64.85
30
2
0Vacuum Circuit BreakerLocking Device
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q1Apr201706:55:292017/04/1308:30:002017/04/13
94.51667
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit BreakerControl Circuit Mechanism
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q1May201712:36:332017/05/0114:36:552017/05/01
120.3667
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit BreakerClosing  Solenoid
Substandard maintenance Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q1May201719:25:282017/04/3021:21:542017/04/30
116.4333
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit BreakerClosing  Solenoid
Substandard maintenance Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Aug201702:32:132017/07/2704:17:272017/07/27
105.2333
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit BreakerMain contact
System fault
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Nov201708:50:172017/11/0514:28:002017/11/05
337.7167
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit BreakerClosing  Solenoid
System overloading 
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Nov201705:44:232017/11/1205:58:142017/11/12
13.85
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
PCB Complete
Utility Power Failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Dec201712:01:262017/12/0215:09:002017/12/02
187.5667
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
Digital Modem
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q3Dec201716:03:122017/12/1817:30:002017/12/18
86.8
0
0
0Cable Fault
Battery charger
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
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4. H-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2018). 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4
Feb
2018
17:45:35
2018/01/29
21:45:00
2018/01/29
239.4166667
0
0
0
Circuit Breaker
Closing  Solenoid
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
M
ar
2018
02:30:18
2018/03/23
06:06:02
2018/03/23
215.7333333
0
0
0
Cable
Cable
System
 fault
M
inor Breakdown
No
M
edium
Q1
Apr
2018
02:22:30
2018/04/05
03:33:46
2018/04/05
71.26666667
0
0
0
Telecontrol Out station
LM
CU
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
M
ay
2018
13:52:13
2018/05/19
16:27:58
2018/05/19
155.75
0
0
0
Vacuum
 Circuit Breaker
Closing  Solenoid
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
M
edium
Q2
Jul
2018
17:42:27
2018/06/26
20:56:23
2018/06/26
193.9333333
0
0
0
Vacuum
 Circuit Breaker
Closing  Solenoid
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Jul
2018
17:17:47
2018/07/20
17:29:34
2018/07/20
11.78333333
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
PCB Com
plete
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
M
edium
Q2
Jul
2018
17:52:56
2018/07/20
19:26:03
2018/07/20
93.11666667
0
0
0
Vacuum
 Circuit Breaker
Closing Spring
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
M
edium
Q2
Jul
2018
03:18:29
2018/07/19
04:54:09
2018/07/19
95.66666667
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Jul
2018
15:48:53
2018/07/23
17:24:50
2018/07/23
95.95
0
0
0
Vacuum
 Circuit Breaker
Closing Spring
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
M
edium
Q2
Aug
2018
05:20:31
2018/08/03
05:32:28
2018/08/03
11.95
0
0
0
Vacuum
 Circuit Breaker
Closing  Solenoid
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Aug
2018
08:28:30
2018/08/04
10:07:00
2018/08/04
98.5
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Aug
2018
08:12:49
2018/08/04
09:11:00
2018/08/04
58.18333333
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Aug
2018
23:16:33
2018/08/04
23:22:25
2018/08/04
5.866666667
51
1
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
M
ain contact
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Aug
2018
14:44:05
2018/08/07
14:54:55
2018/08/07
10.83333333
0
0
0
Indoor Equipm
ent
M
iniature Circuit Breaker
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Aug
2018
14:53:14
2018/08/07
16:54:47
2018/08/07
121.55
0
0
0
Vacuum
 Circuit Breaker
Closing  Solenoid
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Aug
2018
00:06:09
2018/08/08
02:25:31
2018/08/08
139.3666667
0
0
0
Vacuum
 Circuit Breaker
Closing  Solenoid
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Aug
2018
03:05:41
2018/08/11
05:51:41
2018/08/11
166
0
0
0
Vacuum
 Circuit Breaker
Closing  Solenoid
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Aug
2018
02:48:30
2018/08/11
03:03:19
2018/08/11
14.81666667
522
4
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
M
ain contact
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Aug
2018
01:43:08
2018/08/12
01:53:56
2018/08/12
10.8
79
3
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
M
ain contact
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Aug
2018
04:34:11
2018/08/12
07:17:48
2018/08/12
163.6166667
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Aug
2018
20:12:07
2018/08/18
21:35:00
2018/08/18
82.88333333
0
0
0
Indoor Equipm
ent
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Sep
2018
17:43:12
2018/09/12
19:31:02
2018/09/12
107.8333333
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
M
edium
Q3
Oct
2018
06:12:54
2018/10/03
06:23:00
2018/10/03
10.1
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
2018
10:26:05
2018/10/03
10:44:00
2018/10/03
17.91666667
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
2018
10:59:09
2018/10/09
11:23:28
2018/10/09
24.31666667
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
M
ain contact
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
2018
23:56:53
2018/10/07
00:12:25
2018/10/08
15.53333333
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
2018
05:00:50
2018/10/25
05:10:06
2018/10/25
9.266666667
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
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5. I-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2016). 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q
4
Jan
2016
18:06:43
2016/01/10
18:53:41
2016/01/10
46.96666667
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Battery Charger Failure alarm
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
Jan
2016
22:25:47
2016/01/18
01:30:00
2016/01/19
184.2166667
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
PCB Com
plete
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
Jan
2016
16:32:16
2016/01/19
17:28:26
2016/01/19
56.16666667
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
Feb
2016
15:42:26
2016/02/03
16:50:00
2016/02/03
67.56666667
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
25kV
 Feeder
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
Feb
2016
00:26:36
2016/02/04
02:39:53
2016/02/04
133.2833333
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Closing solenoid
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
Feb
2016
23:58:46
2016/02/05
16:00:00
2016/02/06
961.2333333
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
M
ain contact
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
Feb
2016
00:22:04
2016/02/06
02:30:00
2016/02/06
127.9333333
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
M
ain contact
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
Feb
2016
21:55:07
2016/02/16
01:55:00
2016/02/17
239.8833333
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Battery Charger Failure alarm
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
Feb
2016
01:23:05
2016/02/17
08:35:00
2016/02/17
431.9166667
0
0
0
D
isconnects
Contacts
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
Feb
2016
15:37:08
2016/02/17
16:04:02
2016/02/17
26.9
0
0
0
D
isconnects
Inter Locking Protection
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
Feb
2016
20:49:57
2016/02/19
21:00:48
2016/02/19
10.85
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Battery Charger Failure alarm
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
Feb
2016
18:25:54
2016/02/24
18:48:50
2016/02/24
22.93333333
350
5
0
Low
 voltage cable
M
ain Isolator
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
Feb
2016
17:55:12
2016/02/24
18:03:17
2016/02/24
8.083333333
541
5
0
Low
 voltage cable
M
ain Isolator
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
Feb
2016
17:32:31
2016/02/25
17:52:25
2016/02/25
19.9
0
0
0
Low
 voltage cable
M
ain Isolator
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
M
ar
2016
17:59:53
2016/03/04
18:53:00
2016/03/04
53.11666667
0
0
0
Telecontrol O
ut station
LM
CU
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
M
ar
2016
15:36:38
2016/03/08
15:45:56
2016/03/08
9.3
0
0
0
Low
 voltage cable
M
ain Isolator
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
4
M
ar
2016
17:03:44
2016/03/08
17:11:40
2016/03/08
7.933333333
0
0
0
Low
 voltage cable
M
ain Isolator
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
1
A
pr
2016
08:01:55
2016/03/27
08:48:27
2016/03/27
46.53333333
0
0
0
Telecontrol O
ut station
LM
CU
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
1
A
pr
2016
01:52:47
2016/04/01
02:37:56
2016/04/01
45.15
0
0
0
Telecontrol O
ut station
LM
CU
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
1
A
pr
2016
19:34:04
2016/04/18
19:48:04
2016/04/18
14
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Tripping Coil
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
1
M
ay
2016
20:41:43
2016/04/30
22:00:00
2016/04/30
78.28333333
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
1
Jun
2016
08:01:42
2016/06/07
09:10:39
2016/06/07
68.95
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
1
Jun
2016
13:23:12
2016/06/11
15:44:22
2016/06/11
141.1666667
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
1
Jun
2016
16:32:29
2016/06/12
17:10:46
2016/06/12
38.28333333
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
2
Jul
2016
23:50:05
2016/07/03
00:43:04
2016/07/04
52.98333333
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Tripping Coil
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
2
A
ug
2016
10:32:58
2016/08/07
12:57:56
2016/08/07
144.9666667
0
0
0
Low
 voltage cable
M
CB
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
2
A
ug
2016
15:09:23
2016/08/11
15:58:20
2016/08/11
48.95
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Lockout Relay
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
2
Sep
2016
06:52:19
2016/09/11
11:40:00
2016/09/11
287.6833333
0
0
0
Low
 voltage cable
Cable
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
3
O
ct
2016
20:13:17
2016/10/12
21:20:20
2016/10/12
67.05
0
0
0
Telecontrol O
ut station
LM
CU
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
3
O
ct
2016
16:45:35
2016/10/16
17:56:47
2016/10/16
71.2
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
3
O
ct
2016
17:18:50
2016/10/19
18:33:17
2016/10/19
74.45
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
3
N
ov
2016
13:31:43
2016/11/06
13:46:00
2016/11/06
14.28333333
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Tripping Coil
U
tility Pow
er Failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
3
N
ov
2016
14:10:59
2016/11/09
17:56:48
2016/11/09
225.8166667
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
3
N
ov
2016
10:20:22
2016/11/19
12:04:43
2016/11/19
104.35
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
3
D
ec
2016
16:08:24
2016/12/12
19:15:00
2016/12/12
186.6
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
Q
3
D
ec
2016
18:48:47
2016/12/21
21:05:00
2016/12/21
136.2166667
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdow
n
N
o
H
igh
112 
 
6. I-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2017). 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4
Jan
2017
13:42:41
2016/12/27
13:50:06
2016/12/27
7.416666667
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Jan
2017
14:36:10
2016/12/27
16:48:05
2016/12/27
131.9166667
0
0
0
Vacuum
 Circuit Breaker
Closing  Solenoid
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Jan
2017
14:35:42
2016/12/27
14:59:38
2016/12/27
23.93333333
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Jan
2017
01:36:23
2017/01/03
01:46:58
2017/01/03
10.58333333
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Jan
2017
20:54:36
2017/01/11
21:00:34
2017/01/11
5.966666667
128
2
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
M
ain contact
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Jan
2017
16:20:31
2017/01/14
21:30:00
2017/01/14
309.4833333
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Feb
2017
18:47:59
2017/02/12
18:57:54
2017/02/12
9.916666667
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Tripping Coil
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
M
ar
2017
23:34:47
2017/03/15
23:46:01
2017/03/15
11.23333333
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
M
ain contact
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
M
ar
2017
05:28:56
2017/03/19
07:00:00
2017/03/19
91.06666667
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
M
ar
2017
14:28:38
2017/03/24
14:45:00
2017/03/24
16.36666667
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
M
ain contact
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
2017
14:35:44
2017/04/12
14:44:43
2017/04/12
8.983333333
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
M
ain contact
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
2017
06:42:22
2017/04/16
10:40:00
2017/04/16
237.6333333
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery Charger 
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
M
ay
2017
11:04:24
2017/04/28
12:00:10
2017/04/28
55.76666667
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
M
ay
2017
11:14:36
2017/05/10
11:42:45
2017/05/10
28.15
0
0
0
Vacuum
 Circuit Breaker
Closing  Solenoid
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
M
ay
2017
15:50:57
2017/05/12
16:19:50
2017/05/12
28.88333333
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
M
ay
2017
21:02:22
2017/05/24
21:35:29
2017/05/24
33.11666667
0
0
0
Vacuum
 Circuit Breaker
Closing  Solenoid
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Jun
2017
05:45:30
2017/06/02
07:20:00
2017/06/02
94.5
0
0
0
Vacuum
 Circuit Breaker
Closing  Solenoid
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Jun
2017
07:15:20
2017/06/02
13:42:35
2017/06/02
387.25
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Lockout Relay
Utility Power Failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Jun
2017
00:00:07
2017/06/19
01:06:07
2017/06/19
66
0
0
0
M
ain Supply
Trip Switches
Substandard m
aintenance 
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Jul
2017
03:25:48
2017/07/25
04:17:26
2017/07/25
51.63333333
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Environm
ental conditions
M
inor Breakdown
No
M
edium
Q2
Aug
2017
14:55:07
2017/08/19
18:07:10
2017/08/19
192.05
0
0
0
Telecontrol Out station
Card
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
M
edium
Q2
Sep
2017
09:36:01
2017/08/26
10:57:16
2017/08/26
81.25
0
0
0
Prim
ary Circuit Breaker
Tripping Coil
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
2017
11:37:42
2017/10/15
15:30:00
2017/10/15
232.3
0
0
0
Current Transform
er
LM
CU
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
2017
11:56:16
2017/10/22
12:46:00
2017/10/22
49.73333333
0
0
0
Protection Equipm
ent
Pressure Release Trip Relay
System
 fault/overloading
M
inor Breakdown
No
M
edium
Q3
Oct
2017
16:52:11
2017/10/25
18:06:46
2017/10/25
74.58333333
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Nov
2017
10:47:57
2017/11/05
11:45:14
2017/11/05
57.28333333
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Dec
2017
16:49:21
2017/12/12
19:40:27
2017/12/12
171.1
0
0
0
Battery Charger
Battery charger
Sm
all com
ponent failure
M
inor Breakdown
No
M
edium
113 
 
7. I-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2018). 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4
Jan
2018
14:01:21
2017/12/31
15:18:55
2017/12/31
77.56667
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery charger
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Feb
2018
13:24:36
2018/01/27
14:42:10
2018/01/27
77.56667
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery charger
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Feb
2018
18:54:20
2018/02/04
00:10:44
2018/02/05
316.4
0
0
0Lightning Arrestor
Lightning Arrestor complete
Environmental conditions
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Feb
2018
17:33:15
2018/02/19
18:22:11
2018/02/19
48.93333
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
LMCU
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Mar2018
00:08:16
2018/02/28
00:24:22
2018/02/28
16.1
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Pressure Release Trip Relay
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Mar2018
10:20:39
2018/03/17
10:58:37
2018/03/17
37.96667
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Tripping Coil
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Mar2018
16:37:02
2018/03/23
17:33:49
2018/03/23
56.78333
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Oil Temperature Thermometer
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Mar2018
06:15:50
2018/03/24
07:01:23
2018/03/24
45.55
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
2018
15:30:49
2018/03/29
15:37:00
2018/03/29
6.183333
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
2018
15:58:19
2018/03/30
16:42:00
2018/03/30
43.68333
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery charger
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
2018
05:42:13
2018/03/31
05:55:40
2018/03/31
13.45
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Main contact
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
2018
11:00:40
2018/04/01
11:06:00
2018/04/01
5.333333
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
2018
11:07:16
2018/04/03
09:55:22
2018/04/04
1368.1
0
0
0Lightning Arrestor
Insulators Bushing
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Jul
2018
13:33:19
2018/07/01
13:43:00
2018/07/01
9.683333
0
0
0Protection Equipment
PCB Complete
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Jul
2018
11:05:20
2018/07/01
12:08:27
2018/07/01
63.11667
0
0
0Protection Equipment
PCB Complete
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Aug
2018
14:50:16
2018/08/18
17:09:36
2018/08/18
139.3333
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery charger
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Sep
2018
01:49:30
2018/09/13
03:28:52
2018/09/13
99.36667
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery Charger
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q2
Sep
2018
16:40:08
2018/09/23
16:54:15
2018/09/23
14.11667
200
8
0Protection Equipment
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
2018
16:15:37
2018/09/26
16:45:45
2018/09/26
30.13333
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Human error
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
2018
07:34:47
2018/10/15
07:45:32
2018/10/15
10.75
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
2018
04:19:10
2018/10/18
04:32:13
2018/10/18
13.05
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
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8. J-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2016). 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4
Jan
2016
21:50:00
2016/01/02
23:30:00
2016/01/02
100
0
0
0Protection Equipment
PCB Complete
Human error
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Jan
2016
17:31:00
2016/01/09
22:30:00
2016/01/09
299
0
0
0Protection Equipment
PCB Complete
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Jan
2016
22:12:00
2016/01/12
02:35:00
2016/01/13
263
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Lockout Relay
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Feb
2016
21:50:00
2016/02/06
23:45:00
2016/02/06
115
257
3
0Protection Equipment
PCB Complete
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Feb
2016
02:38:00
2016/02/07
05:00:00
2016/02/07
142
0
0
0Protection Equipment
PCB Complete
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Feb
2016
03:34:00
2016/02/09
06:00:00
2016/02/09
146
0
0
1Battery Charger
Battery charger
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Feb
2016
03:27:00
2016/02/21
05:20:00
2016/02/21
113
296
1
2Primary Circuit Breaker
PCB Complete
Substandard installation
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Feb
2016
17:17:00
2016/02/24
19:40:00
2016/02/24
143
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery charger
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Apr
2016
17:45:00
2016/04/17
20:40:00
2016/04/17
175
0
0
0Outdoor Equipment
HT Fuse
Theft
Major Breakdown
YesMedium
Q1
Apr
2016
01:10:00
2016/04/25
03:00:00
2016/04/25
110
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
OHTE
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
May
2016
17:16:00
2016/04/26
18:30:00
2016/04/26
74
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Closing Spring
Human error
Minor Breakdown
No
Low
Q1
May
2016
16:16:00
2016/05/01
18:50:00
2016/05/01
154
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
Closing  Solenoid
Utility Power Failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
May
2016
22:43:00
2016/05/24
00:31:00
2016/05/25
108
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Battery and Charger complete
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Jun
2016
11:12:00
2016/05/26
13:25:00
2016/05/26
133
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery charger
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Jul
2016
14:34:00
2016/07/24
15:56:00
2016/07/24
82
0
0
0Telecontrol Out station
DC-DC Converter 110Vdc-24Vdc
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Aug
2016
17:55:00
2016/08/12
19:32:00
2016/08/12
97
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
PCB Complete
Human error
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Oct
2016
03:59:00
2016/10/07
04:38:00
2016/10/07
39
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
PCB Complete
Human error
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q3
Nov
2016
04:29:00
2016/11/15
11:15:00
2016/11/15
406
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
Opening Solenoid
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Dec
2016
03:00:00
2016/12/06
03:30:00
2016/12/06
30
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
PCB Complete
Human error
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Dec
2016
11:21:00
2016/12/06
15:30:00
2016/12/06
249
0
0
0HT Cable
Fuse Carrier
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Dec
2016
06:43:00
2016/12/22
09:00:00
2016/12/22
137
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
Control Circuit Mechanism
Substandard design
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
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9. J-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2017). 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4
Jan
2017
08:33:00
2017/01/04
16:00:00
2017/03/06
88287
0
0
0Switching Section
Catenary wire
System fault
Major Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Jan
2017
20:47:00
2017/01/10
22:20:00
2017/01/10
93
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
PCB Complete
Substandard design
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q4
Feb
2017
07:27:00
2017/02/16
09:09:00
2017/02/16
102
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
PCB Complete
Substandard design
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q4
Mar
2017
08:24:00
2017/03/17
10:58:00
2017/03/17
154
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
Main contact
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
2017
01:58:00
2017/04/07
11:11:00
2017/04/07
553
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
PCB Open/Close Switch
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
2017
14:48:00
2017/04/08
17:35:00
2017/04/08
167
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery Charger Failure alarm
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Apr
2017
17:35:00
2017/04/08
19:07:00
2017/04/08
92
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
PCB Complete
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
May
2017
21:08:00
2017/05/17
01:12:00
2017/05/18
244
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
PCB Complete
Substandard design
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Jun
2017
07:23:00
2017/05/30
10:10:00
2017/05/30
167
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
PCB Complete
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
High
Q1
Jun
2017
05:09:00
2017/06/11
07:14:00
2017/06/11
125
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
Vacuum Circuit Breakers
Local overvoltage input
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q1
Jun
2017
06:05:00
2017/06/04
09:25:00
2017/06/04
200
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
PCB Complete
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Jul
2017
22:55:00
2017/07/03
00:44:00
2017/07/04
109
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
PCB Complete
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Jul
2017
02:21:00
2017/07/18
05:00:00
2017/07/18
159
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery charger
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Jul
2017
09:10:00
2017/07/18
16:15:00
2017/07/18
425
0
0
0Protection Equipment
PCB Complete
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Jul
2017
14:21:00
2017/07/19
15:47:00
2017/07/19
86
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit Breaker
Closing  Solenoid
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Aug
2017
22:37:00
2017/08/19
00:08:00
2017/08/20
91
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery and Charger complete
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Sep
2017
09:30:00
2017/09/03
11:25:00
2017/09/03
115
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
PCB Complete
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Sep
2017
00:00:00
2017/09/12
02:08:00
2017/09/12
128
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
PCB Complete
Environmental conditions
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q2
Sep
2017
21:21:00
2017/09/24
21:39:00
2017/09/24
18
0
0
0Battery Charger
Opening Spring
System fault
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Dec
2017
03:49:00
2017/12/01
08:15:00
2017/12/01
266
0
0
0Disconnects
PCB Complete
Local overvoltage input
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
Q3
Dec
2017
18:53:00
2017/12/11
20:43:00
2017/12/11
110
0
0
0Primary Circuit Breaker
Tripping Coil
Small component failure
Minor Breakdown
No
Medium
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10. J-Traction substation SAP 01 performance records (2018). 
 
 
 
 
Faults/Quarter
Month
Year
Malfunctioning Start 
Time
Malfunctioning Start 
Date
Malfunctioning End 
Time
Malfunctioning End 
Date
Outage Duration 
(Min)
 Train Delays(Min)
Number of delayed 
trains
Number of 
cancelled trains
Classification of 
Affected Equipment 
or Subsystem
Description of 
Affected/Operated 
Equipment
Contributing factors
Classification of 
Activity
Theft Incident
Priority Description
Q4Feb
201813:09:002018/02/0815:03:002018/02/08
114
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
PCB Complete
System fault
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q1Apr201816:45:002018/04/0818:41:002018/04/08
116
0
0
0Protection Equipment
PCB Complete
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q1Apr201805:48:002018/04/1109:36:002018/04/11
228
0
0
0Indoor Equipment
Closing solenoid
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q1May201809:26:002018/05/0812:23:002018/05/21
18897
0
0
0Step down transformer
Secondary Bushing
Equipment fault
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q1Jun
201821:02:002018/06/1322:41:002018/06/13
99
0
0
0Vacuum Circuit BreakerClosing  Solenoid
System fault
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q1Jun
201801:34:002018/06/2503:46:002018/06/25
132
0
0
0Protection Equipment
PCB Complete
Human error
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Jul
201807:05:002018/06/2911:45:002018/06/29
280
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Closing spring
Local overvoltage input
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Jul
201818:33:002018/07/0520:19:002018/07/05
106218
2
0Protection Equipment
PCB Complete
Human error
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Jul
201805:10:002018/07/2407:32:002018/07/24
142
0
0
0OHTE
Closing  Solenoid
System fault
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q2Aug201806:22:002018/08/1212:28:002018/08/12
366
0
0
0Battery Charger
Battery cell
Small component failure
Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Aug201811:12:002018/08/2114:40:002018/08/21
208
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Battery Under voltage relay
Substandard maintenance Minor BreakdownNoMedium
Q2Sep
201815:28:002018/09/1617:45:002018/09/16
137
0
0
0Protection Equipment
Overload Relay
Substandard installation
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
Q3Oct
201802:58:002018/10/0305:14:002018/10/03
136
0
0
0Transformer
PCB Complete
System fault/overloading 
Minor BreakdownNoHigh
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APPENDIX C: TELECONTROL CIRCUIT BREAKER TRIP RECORDS. 
 
1. E-Traction substation circuit breaker trip records 
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2016 January E HSCB05 5 1 6 2017 January E HSCB05 5 1 6 2018 January E HSCB05 0 5 5
2016 January E HSCB06 7 0 7 2017 January E HSCB06 5 2 7 2018 January E HSCB06 0 4 4
2016 January E PCB01 1 0 1 2017 January E PCB01 2 2 4 2018 January E PCB01 0 1 1
2016 February E HSCB05 18 6 24 2017 February E HSCB05 2 0 2 2018 February E HSCB05 10 3 13
2016 February E HSCB06 6 2 8 2017 February E HSCB06 4 1 5 2018 February E HSCB06 10 2 12
2016 February E PCB01 1 2 3 2017 February E PCB01 3 0 3 2018 February E PCB01 1 1 2
2016 March E HSCB05 5 5 10 2017 March E HSCB05 2 1 3 2018 April E HSCB05 3 0 3
2016 March E HSCB06 3 4 7 2017 March E HSCB06 3 0 3 2018 April E HSCB06 3 5 8
2016 March E PCB01 5 2 7 2017 March E PCB01 1 0 1 2018 April E PCB01 1 0 1
2016 April E HSCB05 11 7 18 2017 April E HSCB05 0 6 6 2018 May E HSCB05 2 10 12
2016 April E HSCB06 8 2 10 2017 April E HSCB06 4 6 10 2018 May E HSCB06 4 10 14
2016 April E PCB01 3 1 4 2017 April E PCB01 0 2 2 2018 May E PCB01 1 5 6
2016 May E HSCB05 24 10 34 2017 May E HSCB05 2 0 2 2018 June E HSCB05 4 2 6
2016 May E HSCB06 8 2 10 2017 May E HSCB06 2 0 2 2018 June E HSCB06 9 3 12
2016 May E PCB01 1 1 2 2017 May E PCB01 1 0 1 2018 June E PCB01 4 3 7
2016 June E HSCB05 11 2 13 2017 June E HSCB05 1 2 3 2018 July E HSCB05 0 1 1
2016 June E HSCB06 5 1 6 2017 June E HSCB06 6 9 15 2018 July E PCB01 0 2 2
2016 June E PCB01 1 0 1 2017 June E PCB01 1 3 4 2018 August E HSCB05 0 1 1
2016 July E HSCB05 11 4 15 2017 July E HSCB05 1 5 6 2018 September E HSCB05 1 0 1
2016 July E HSCB06 9 1 10 2017 July E HSCB06 6 2 8 2018 September E HSCB06 8 0 8
2016 July E PCB01 2 0 2 2017 July E PCB01 0 1 1 2018 October E HSCB05 1 2 3
2016 August E HSCB05 12 4 16 2017 August E HSCB05 0 11 11 2018 October E HSCB06 9 6 15
2016 August E HSCB06 5 2 7 2017 August E HSCB06 4 11 15 2018 November E HSCB05 13 4 17
2016 August E PCB01 1 0 1 2017 August E PCB01 1 8 9 2018 November E HSCB06 7 2 9
2016 September E HSCB05 11 9 20 2017 September E HSCB05 0 9 9 2018 November E PCB01 2 1 3
2016 September E HSCB06 6 1 7 2017 September E HSCB06 1 12 13
2016 October E HSCB05 5 7 12 2017 September E PCB01 1 7 8
2016 October E HSCB06 8 6 14 2017 October E HSCB05 4 9 13
2016 October E PCB01 0 2 2 2017 October E HSCB06 2 6 8
2016 November E HSCB05 5 32 37 2017 October E PCB01 5 8 13
2016 November E HSCB06 5 17 22 2017 November E HSCB05 1 0 1
2016 November E PCB01 1 9 10 2017 November E HSCB06 4 1 5
2016 December E HSCB05 8 4 12 2017 November E PCB01 1 0 1
2016 December E HSCB06 7 6 13 2017 December E HSCB05 4 3 7
2016 December E PCB01 4 2 6 2017 December E HSCB06 7 2 9
2017 December E PCB01 3 1 4
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2. G-Traction substation circuit breaker trip records 
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2016 January G PCB24 2 2 4 2017 January G PCB24 4 0 4 2018 January G PCB24 1 0 1
2016 January G VCB23 2 2 4 2017 January G VCB23 2 0 2 2018 January G VCB23 2 1 3
2016 January G VCB25 3 4 7 2017 January G VCB24 2 0 2 2018 January G VCB24 1 0 1
2016 February G PCB24 0 3 3 2017 January G VCB25 1 0 1 2018 January G VCB25 6 1 7
2016 February G VCB23 4 2 6 2017 February G PCB24 2 1 3 2018 February G VCB25 1 0 1
2016 February G VCB24 2 0 2 2017 February G VCB23 0 1 1 2018 March G VCB23 3 0 3
2016 February G VCB25 3 2 5 2017 February G VCB25 0 1 1 2018 March G VCB25 1 0 1
2016 March G PCB24 1 0 1 2017 March G VCB23 0 2 2 2018 April G PCB24 0 1 1
2016 March G VCB23 2 0 2 2017 March G VCB25 0 1 1 2018 April G VCB23 0 2 2
2016 March G VCB24 1 0 1 2017 April G PCB24 0 1 1 2018 April G VCB24 0 1 1
2016 March G VCB25 3 3 6 2017 April G VCB23 3 7 10 2018 April G VCB25 2 2 4
2016 April G PCB24 1 0 1 2017 April G VCB25 1 1 2 2018 May G VCB23 4 1 5
2016 April G VCB23 2 0 2 2017 May G VCB23 3 1 4 2018 May G VCB24 1 0 1
2016 April G VCB24 1 0 1 2017 May G VCB24 1 0 1 2018 May G VCB25 1 6 7
2016 April G VCB25 4 0 4 2017 May G VCB25 7 0 7 2018 June G VCB23 3 1 4
2016 May G VCB25 3 0 3 2017 June G PCB24 1 0 1 2018 June G VCB24 1 0 1
2016 June G VCB24 0 1 1 2017 June G VCB23 20 0 20 2018 June G VCB25 1 0 1
2016 June G VCB25 2 2 4 2017 June G VCB24 3 0 3 2018 July G PCB24 1 1 2
2016 July G VCB23 2 0 2 2017 June G VCB25 9 1 10 2018 July G VCB23 1 2 3
2016 July G VCB24 2 0 2 2017 July G VCB23 4 0 4 2018 July G VCB24 1 1 2
2016 July G VCB25 3 0 3 2017 July G VCB24 1 0 1 2018 July G VCB25 2 2 4
2016 August G PCB24 2 0 2 2017 July G VCB25 2 4 6 2018 August G VCB25 2 2 4
2016 August G VCB23 2 0 2 2017 August G PCB24 1 0 1 2018 September G PCB24 1 0 1
2016 August G VCB25 3 0 3 2017 August G VCB23 12 0 12 2018 September G VCB23 1 1 2
2016 September G PCB24 2 0 2 2017 August G VCB24 32 0 32 2018 September G VCB24 2 1 3
2016 September G VCB25 3 4 7 2017 August G VCB25 8 0 8 2018 September G VCB25 5 0 5
2016 October G VCB23 2 0 2 2017 September G VCB23 4 1 5 2018 October G PCB24 4 8 12
2016 October G VCB24 2 0 2 2017 September G VCB25 1 0 1 2018 October G VCB23 11 11 22
2016 October G VCB25 5 2 7 2017 October G VCB25 1 0 1 2018 October G VCB24 16 10 26
2016 November G PCB24 7 1 8 2017 November G VCB23 0 1 1 2018 October G VCB25 9 12 21
2016 November G VCB24 1 0 1 2017 November G VCB25 1 2 3 2018 November G PCB24 11 3 14
2016 November G VCB25 2 3 5 2017 December G VCB23 1 0 1 2018 November G VCB23 22 6 28
2016 December G PCB24 2 0 2 2018 November G VCB24 12 6 18
2016 December G VCB23 2 0 2 2018 November G VCB25 18 10 28
2016 December G VCB24 1 0 1
2016 December G VCB25 2 2 4
